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Message from Dean of School

SHTM Lifetime Achievement Award

DEAN’S MESSAGE

School
Honours

A consistent theme running through
everything we at the SHTM do is
innovation – the drive to improve and
to achieve ever better results. This issue
of Horizons captures that mindset
very well, with our initial attention
turning to the recently inaugurated
SHTM Lifetime Achievement Award.
The recipient, renowned hotelier and
resort developer Mr Adrian Zecha, is
not only a School supporter but also a
legendary contributor to the strength
of the global hospitality landscape.

Living Legend

Elsewhere in the issue we turn to the
discussion of trends in innovation
and development at the Tenth
International Forum on China Hotel
Brand Development cum AsiaEurope Forum for World Hospitality
and Tourism Education held in
Guizhou, China during April. We also
proudly cover the student organised
and managed HONG KONG 2016,
incorporating the Second Global
Tourism & Hospitality Conference
and the Fifteenth Asia Pacific Forum
for Graduate Students Research
in Tourism. Held mid-May at Hotel
ICON, the SHTM’s globally renowned
teaching and research hotel, the dual
conference took the challenging
tripartite theme of “Innovation ·
Research · Education”.

Very few people reach legendary status in their
industries, but Mr Adrian Zecha, founder of the ultraluxury Aman Resorts chain, has consistently pushed
himself well apart from his peers over a career spanning
more than 40 years. In recognition of his industryshaping drive and lasting influence, the School
bestowed the inaugural SHTM Lifetime Achievement
Award on Mr Zecha at the SHTM Lifetime Achievement
Award cum Gala Dinner: Celebration of Industry
Support at Hotel ICON on 19 May.
The School established the award this year to honour
outstanding practitioners who have contributed
substantially to pushing forward the hospitality and
tourism industry in Hong Kong, the region and around
the world. In awarding the distinction, it will seek to
recognise true leaders who help to define the global
hospitality landscape.

We also cover the annual release
of the industry-first PolyU Tourist
Satisfaction and Tourism Service
Quality indices, new ways in which
Hotel ICON is working to further
develop the hotel sector, reflections of
outstanding SHTM graduate students
and the D.HTM Distinguished Lecture
on career development delivered by
Mr Steve Rushmore in May.
Along with our usual coverage of the
School’s ground-breaking research,
we also highlight the extensive
activities of our staff and students.
Together we always seek to advance
hospitality and tourism. There is
always more to be done, and we
never stop innovating.
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At the award ceremony, Professor Timothy W.
Tong, PolyU President, explained Mr Zecha’s eminent
suitability as the initial recipient of the award, noting
that he “has redefined luxury for the global hospitality
industry”. Professor Tong went on to remark that Mr
Zecha was widely regarded as a visionary who had
continued to create, develop and operate hotels and
resorts throughout his career. Indeed, his contributions
to the international hotel sector are without parallel.

Professor Kaye Chon
Dean and Chair Professor
Walter Kwok Foundation Professor in International Hospitality Management
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Mr Zecha replied that “it is a tremendous compliment
for me to be awarded the SHTM Lifetime Achievement
Award”, and praised the School for having “gone from
strength to strength” and now being “a highly regarded
hotel and tourism school in Asia”. Commenting on the
School’s commitment to developing the people who
will feature in the industry’s future, he said that “I’m
very much encouraged to witness such a remarkable

commitment in education partnership right here. It is
this dedicated level of partnership between academia
and industry that propels us forward”.
Professor Kaye Chon, Dean and Chair Professor of
the SHTM and Walter Kwok Foundation Professor in
International Hospitality Management, highlighted the
importance of the School forging close partnerships
with its industry partners, a number of whom were
represented in the audience. “Our commitment to
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excellence is well supported by
distinguished individuals such as Mr
Adrian Zecha”, he said.

SHTM students Ms Pavithra Senevirathne (first from left),
Ms Kristina Braun (second from right) and Mr Benjamin
Kot (first from right) speak with legendary hotelier Mr
Adrian Zecha

An
Unparalleled
Career
With the acumen to know
exactly what it takes to push the
industry on, Mr Zecha has founded
a series of successful hotel and
resort companies, conceiving
and developing more than 100
properties worldwide. His renown as
a design-oriented boutique resort

Mr Zecha (first from left) receives
congratulations as the inaugural
recipient of the SHTM Lifetime
Achievement Award

4

10th CHBD and AEF

developer extends globally, and his
experience is without equal.
Raised in Indonesia and initially a
journalist and publisher, he entered
the hospitality sector as one of
the founding members of Regent
International Hotels, recognised in
its day as the finest international
hotel management company.
Mr Zecha’s entrepreneurial role
with Regent focused on the
development and positioning of
the brand, and the chain grew to 12
hotels before he sold his interest in
1986.
He then became a partner
with Georg Rafael in the Rafael
Hotel Group, which acquired and
managed luxury five-star hotels and
resorts in Europe and the US before
it was sold to the Mandarin Oriental
Hotel Group. He also founded
Beaufort Hotels, which opened
luxury hotels in Brisbane, Darwin,
Singapore and Bangkok.
In 1987, when the concept of
boutique hotels was only just
emerging, Mr Zecha attracted a
group of investors to back him as
he developed a small resort and
villa property named Amanpuri in
Phuket, Thailand. That property
become the flagship for Aman
Resorts – now an international

benchmark for luxury hotel living in
31 locations around the world. So
exacting are the chain’s standards
that it has attracted a passionate
following of repeat customers
who refer to themselves as ‘Aman
junkies’.
Mr Zecha currently serves as
a Director and Non-Executive
Chairman of General Hotel
Management, which develops and
operates three to five star hotels
and resorts in Asia, the Middle East,
Europe and the Americas, including
the highly successful Setai in Miami
and the well-regarded Chedi brand.
Having previously received
awards for excellence in innovation,
design and achievement, Mr
Zecha is a truly fitting recipient of
the SHTM Lifetime Achievement
Award. To mark the occasion of the
inaugural award, and to provide
inspiration for SHTM students
and staff, the School’s lobby has
been transformed into a Gallery
of Honour to house photographic
portraits of award recipients. Mr
Zecha’s visage is the first to grace
the walls, a reminder that excellence
is a fundamental tenet of the
School’s continued success. H

Looking
to the Future

10th

International
Forum on China
Hotel Brand
Development
cum
Asia-Europe
Forum for
World Hospitality
and Tourism
Education

Understanding the future consequences of
current trends is a vital skill in the hospitality
and tourism industry. With this in mind, more
than 530 government officials, hospitality and
tourism industry practitioners and academics
from around the world gathered in Gui’an
New District, a major tourism centre in China’s
Guizhou province, on 21-22 April to exchange
ideas and benefit from the many insights on
offer at the Tenth International Forum on China
Hotel Brand Development cum Asia-Europe
Forum for World Hospitality and Tourism
Education. Co-organised by the SHTM, the
Tourism Administration of Guizhou Province
and the Gui’an New District Administration
Commission, the forum was hosted by Gui’an
New District Development and Investment Co
Ltd in the New Century Hotel Gui’an.
With a theme of “Embracing the Future with
Innovations: New Brands, New Generation,
New Industry”, the forum was a timely
effort in response to the rapidly expanding
opportunities in the Chinese hotel and tourism
market. Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean,
commented that the School was “delighted
to organise this international two-in-one forum
and considers it vital in facilitating dialogue,
idea exchanges and partnerships for all those
who are involved in hospitality and tourism
development”.
Held on 21 April, the forum’s opening
ceremony was officiated at by Dean Chon;
Mr Qin Rupei, Executive Vice Governor of
Guizhou; and Mr Zong Wen, Vice Chairman,
Gui’an New District Party Committee and
Chairman, Gui’an New District Development
and Investment Co., Ltd.
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Immediately following the
ceremony, and delivering the
first of 15 invited presentations,
Professor Francesco Frangialli,
SHTM Honorary Professor and
Former Secretary General of the
United Nations World Tourism
Organisation, offered “An
International Perspective on Tourism
Development in China”. Professor
Frangialli emphasised that “tourism
is experiencing unprecedented
multi-dimensional growth in Europe,
America and China”, and that
Guizhou authorities “should be well
prepared for the challenges posed
by that growth”, particularly in
terms of optimising and broadening
the tourism products on offer.
Other presentations during the
session were delivered by Mr Chen
Miaolin, Vice Chairman, China
Tourism Association and Chairman,
New Century Tourism Group, who
spoke about “China’s Hotel Industry
Outlook and New Trends” and
mentioned that his group would
seek further opportunities in the
Gui’an New District; and Ms Wu
Jian, Co-Founder and Co-President,
LY.com, who gave her perspective
on the “Online Hotel Market
and Non-standardised Tourism
Products”.
Giving an invited presentation
later in the day, D.HTM graduate
and 2015 SHTM Outstanding
Alumni, Dr James Mabey, Senior
Vice President of Development –
Asia Pacific, Jumeirah Group, asked
“Do You Really Understand Hotel
Developers and Owners?” in a
discussion of innovative approaches
to hotel development strategies.

Hong Kong 2016

Exacting
Discussions
Also featuring at the forum
were 12 round table discussions,
a d d re s s i n g a w i d e r a n g e o f
concerns from key industry players.
The opening discussion, moderated
by Mr Frank Hou, General Manager
of New Century Hotels, was entitled
“The Changing Landscape of
Hotel Industry: 2016 and Beyond”.
Amongst the speakers were Mr
Jerry Huang, Vice Chairman, China
Tourist Hotel Association and
President – Greater China, Artyzen
Hospitality Group; Mr Giovanni
Angelini, Chairman, Angelini

D.HTM graduate Dr James Mabey giving an Invited
Presentation

Speaking as moderator at one of
the final round tables, entitled “The
New Generation Leaders: Who
Are We and How Do We Lead?”,
the SHTM’s Dr Alice Hon succinctly
captured the importance of ongoing
interactions between academia
and the broader industry. Dr Hon
mentioned the high staff turnover
in the hotel sector, and remarked

Creating a Cutting
Edge Conference
Few people think of tourism as a
creative force, but that perspective
was firmly in the spotlight at HONG
KONG 2016, a dual conference
encompassing the 2nd Global
Tourism & Hospitality Conference
and 15th Asia Pacific Forum for
Graduate Students Research in
Tourism (APF) held at Hotel ICON
on 16-18 May. With a theme of
“Innovation · Research · Education”,
the conference brought together
around 250 academics, thought
leaders, students and industry
professionals from 30 countries and
regions to discuss changes and
trends in the global hospitality and
tourism industry.

O ff i c i a t i n g a t t h e o p e n i n g
ceremony were Professor Timothy
W. Tong, PolyU President; Professor
Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean and
Conference Chairman; Ms Emily
Mo, Assistant Commissioner for
Tourism, Tourism Commission; Mr
Anthony Lau, Executive Director,
Hong Kong Tourism Board; Mr
Michael Li, Executive Director,
Federation of Hong Kong Hotel
Owners; Mr James Lu, Executive
Director, Hong Kong Hotels
Association; Professor Dennis
Reynolds, Dean of the Conrad
N. Hilton College of Hotel and
Restaurant Management, University
o f H o u s t o n ; a n d M r J e re m y
Tredinnick, Editor of Business
Traveller Asia-Pacific.

In his opening remarks,
Professor Tong suggested that the
hospitality and tourism industry
not only contributes to the global
economy, but that through “the
creation of jobs and enterprises,
export revenues and infrastructure
projects” it also helps to “to drive
social and environmental progress
around the world”.
Focusing specifically on the
conference, he went on to
congratulate Dean Chon for
introducing the APF in 2002,
which had itself been innovative
in allowing “graduate students to
present their findings, exchange
research information and network
with delegates from other regions”.
He then praised the conference’s

Mr Frank Hou, General Manager, New Century
Hotels, moderates a round table discussion

Hospitality and Retired CEO,
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts; Mr
Wang Jianping, Chairman, Zhejiang
Hotels Association and President,
Narada Hotels Group; Mr Leo Yen,
Senior Vice President Real Estate
and Development, Hyatt Hotels
Corporation; and Mr John Kidd,
President, HNA Hospitality Group.
A key round table discussion on
the second day, moderated by Dean
Chon, was entitled “International
Tourism and Hospitality Education:
Today and Tomorrow”. The speakers
included luminaries such as Mr
Philippe Francois, President, World
Association for Hospitality and
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Tourism Education and Training; Dr
Yeong Hwang, Secretary General,
Asia Pacific Tourism Association; Dr
Jan Willem Meijerhof, Immediate
Past President, EuroCHRIE and
Head of Internationalisation for
Research and Education, Saxion
University of Applied Sciences;
and Ms Eun-ji Tae, Co-ordinator,
UNWTO Knowledge Network.

that “a closer relationship between
hotel schools and the industry
will maximise the the matching of
talents with the market, as far as
education or training is concerned.”
That sort of partnership on an
even broader scale is precisely the
School’s concern in organising large
international events. Commenting
on the forum’s theme, Dean Chon
summarised this commitment,
pledging that through such events
the School would “continue to play
a leading role in embracing the
future with innovations”. H

HONG KONG 2016 opening ceremony
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Hong Kong 2016

PolyU TSI and TSQI

Student Organising Committee

Organising Committee, pointing
out that delegates were
experiencing the organisational
and managerial skills of 53
undergraduate students from the
SHTM.
Ms Mary Leung, a final year
student in the School’s Bachelor of
Science (Honours) in Convention
and Event Management
programme served as External
Chairperson of the Organising
Committee and led the Publicity
Team. Involved in everything
from website design, newsletter
publication and social media
publicity to collecting VIPs from the
airport, Ms Leung said that she and
her fellow Committee members
were “blessed with so many
opportunities, as well as so much
confidence and trust that helped us
overcome all the challenges”.

An Exemplary
Programme

Tredinnick, focused on “Developing
Trends in Global Travel and Tourism
Industry: Challenges and Issues”
and featured contributions from Mr
Tony Chow, Director, Creative and
Content Marketing, Asia Pacific,
Marriott International; Professor
Brian King, SHTM Associate Dean;
and Professor Chris Ryan from the
University of Waikato.
Chaired by the SHTM’s Professor
Hanqin Qiu, Plenary Session II
on the second day was entitled
“Internationalisation of Hospitality
and Tourism Education: Global
Perspectives”. Highlights were the
speeches given on their respective
educational models by the heads
of the schools that offer the
unique tripartite Master of Science
in Global Hospitality Business,
including Dean Chon representing
the SHTM, Professor Fabien
Fresnel, Chief Academic Officer of
Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, and
Professor Reynolds representing
the Conrad N. Hilton College of
Hotel and Restaurant Management.

The result was an exemplary
programme of six Plenary and Panel
Sessions, and numerous Concurrent
Sessions and Poster Presentations at
which more than 130 papers were
presented. The first Plenary Session,
sponsored by Business Traveller
Asia-Pacific and chaired by Mr
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Also speaking at the session
were Professor Guillermo Graglia,
Dean of the School of Hotel
M a n a g e m e n t , To u r i s m a n d
Gastronomy at the Universidad
San Ignacio de Loyola Lima, Peru,
and Ms Kathy Pugh, Vice President
of Education Services, edX. Other
plenary sessions covered the current
trends, issues and challenges in
hospitality and tourism research and
education, with the fourth session
leading off day three by focusing
on changes in academic publishing
with the growth of tourism as a key
academic area.
Rounding out the conference was
a Gala Dinner, at which the 15th
APF Undergraduate Student Best
Research Paper Award Presentation
was held. Taking out first prize
was Ms Katherine Devenish from
Bournemouth University, with
second prize going to the SHTM’s
Angel Yutong Meng.
In her closing remarks on behalf
of the Organising Committee, Ms
Leung commented that “the more
we learn, we realise that there is
more to be learned”. That notion
is most certainly at the heart of
creativity. The SHTM is proud of the
students for staging a remarkable
event, and will continue to play
a pivotal role in furthering the
innovative development of, and
perspectives on, the hospitality and
tourism industry. H

Nudge in Tourist
Confidence
Recorded
Tourists’ satisfaction with Hong
Kong and their perceptions of
tourism service quality improved
slightly last year according to the
latest PolyU Tourist Satisfaction
Index (PolyU TSI) and Tourism
Service Quality Index (PolyU TSQI)
results. The 2015 PolyU TSI and
PolyU TSQI stood at 74.71 and
75.22 out of 100 respectively, with
the TSI increasing by 0.21 points
over the 2014 result and the TSQI
registering an increase of 0.71
points.
While the overall results suggest
that tourists are becoming more
confident in visiting Hong Kong,

Panellists speaking at the conference

they should be set against a
problematic backdrop. As Professor
Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean and
Principal Investigator of the PolyU
TSQI project, remarked, “over the
past two years, the Hong Kong
tourism industry has suffered from
negative social, economic and
political effects” leading to a 2.5%
drop in visitors during 2015. That
decrease, Dean Chon suggested,
meant that “the tourism industry
must rethink its strategies to regain
visitors’ confidence in Hong Kong
as an international destination and
to seek methods for attracting
repeat visitors”.

The PolyU indices are designed
to provide substantial guidance
in that regard, measuring the
performance of six tourism-related
service sectors and seven broad
source markets. The sectors include
attractions, hotels, immigration,
restaurants, retail shops and
transportation, and the source
markets are the Americas; Australia,
New Zealand and the Pacific;
Europe, Africa and the Middle East;
Japan and Korea; mainland China;
South and Southeast Asia; and
Taiwan and Macau. The two indices
were collated based on survey
data collected at key arrival and
departure points in October and
November 2015.
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PolyU TSI and TSQI

Commenting on the TSI results,
Professor Haiyan Song, Principal
Investigator of the PolyU TSI
project, noted that satisfaction had
decreased less amongst tourists
from mainland China than amongst
those from the Americas, Australia,
New Zealand and the Pacific as well
as Europe, Africa and the Middle
East. While the Americas was the
source market with the highest
PolyU TSI score of 80.17, that was a
drop of 0.99 points from the 2014
level.
This was followed by Australia,
New Zealand and the Pacific down
1.28 points to 78.37; Europe, Africa
and the Middle East dropping
1.51 points to 75.30; South and
Southeast Asia down 0.88 points to
74.72; mainland China increasing
0.06 points to 73.64; Taiwan and
Macau up 1.44 points to 72.69;
and Japan and Korea dropping
0.69 points to 66.29. Among the
six service sectors, transportation
received the highest satisfaction
score, followed by attractions,
immigration, retail shops,
restaurants and hotels.
P ro f e s s o r S o n g n o t e d t h a t
aside from its importance to
tourism practitioners in Hong
Kong, the PoyU TSI had broader
applications, having been adopted
by destinations including Singapore
a n d M a c a u i n 2 0 1 0 , C h i n a ’s
Guangdong province in 2012
and Australia in 2014. Now in its
seventh year, “it is hoped that
increasing numbers of destinations
will consider to use the widespread
framework to measure destination
competitiveness”, he remarked.

Hotel ICON

Toward
Sustainable
Tourism
Yet tourist satisfaction alone does
not tell the whole story. Perceptions
of service quality are key
determinants of satisfaction, so the
PolyU TSQI was launched in 2012
to measure tourists’ perceptions
of interaction, servicescape and
outcome quality in Hong Kong.
Deviations between the scores of
the two indices can indicate areas in
which tourism service quality failed
to boost tourist satisfaction.
The overall PolyU TSQI score
of 75.22 for 2015 was 0.51 points
higher than the PolyU TSI score for
the year. Among the seven source
markets, the Americas recorded the
highest TSQI score of 80.84, a yearon-year decrease of 0.85 points.
That was followed by Australia, New
Zealand and the Pacific dropping
0.11 points to 80.00; mainland
China increasing 0.74 points to
75.64; Europe, Africa and the
Middle East dropping 3.20 points
to 74.93; South and Southeast Asia
down 1.88 points to 73.83; Taiwan
and Macau up 0.02 points to 72.64;
and Japan and Korea dropping 0.33
points to 65.27. In terms of service
sectors, the TSQI scores of retail
shops and transportation fell below
their TSI scores by 0.12 and 0.02
points respectively, suggesting that
they could be areas of concern for
tourists in Hong Kong.

Enquiries:

Professor Haiyan Song
School of Hotel and Tourism Management
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Tel: +852 3400 2286
Fax: +852 2362 9362
E-mail: haiyan.song@polyu.edu.hk
Website: www.touristsatisfaction.org

Through the combined use of
the indices, noted Dean Chon,
“sustainable tourism can be

The research team would like to thank The Hong Kong Polytechnic University for providing financial support
for this project (Grant No. 1-ZVA5)
Copyright ©2016 The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. All Rights Reserved.
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achieved by helping tourism
stakeholders better understand
their competitiveness and
abilities in delivering high-quality
experiences to tourists”. Indeed
the likelihood of achieving that
aim has been recognised by the
United Nations World Tourism
Organisation (UNWTO). Professor
Taleb Rifai, UNWTO SecretaryGeneral, responded to the release
of the results this year with the
comment that the indices provide a
“valuable contribution in addressing
the challenge of the globalisation
of consumption and the issues
regarding the quantitative
measurement of sustainable tourism
development across destinations
and source markets”.
Stakeholders interested in finding
out more about the indices can do
so at http://www.touristsatisfaction.
org. H

Innovating for
the Long Term
Five years have passed in a
flash for Hotel ICON – the SHTM’s
globally renowned teaching and
research hotel – bringing with them
rapid innovation and subsequent
accolades such as a 2016 Certificate
of Excellence from TripAdvisor for
superior service. Officially opened
in September 2011, the hotel is the
centerpiece of the School’s worldleading approach to hospitality and
tourism research and education. At
each step, it has engaged closely
with the industry, helping to focus
attention and advance ideas, as two
recent events attest.

Maximising
Value
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Tourist Satisfaction Index and
Tourism Service Quality Index 2015

In partnership with Web in Travel
(WIT), a platform for those passionate
about travel technology, distribution
and marketing, Hotel ICON cohosted WIT Hospitality in Hong Kong
2016 in its Silverbox Ballroom on 22
March.
Mr Richard Hatter, the hotel’s
General Manager and SHTM Adjunct
Associate Professor, remarked that
the conference brought “together
thought leaders from throughout
the region to discuss how emerging
issues could help hoteliers
enhance profit, performance, and
ultimately, improve our guests’ hotel
experience”. The ultimate objective,
he said, was to “maximise the value
of our hotels’ best assets”.

The conference offered innovative
breakout sessions led by seasoned
industry professionals on “How
to Build Direct Business Through
Brand.com”, “How to Work in a
Win-Win Way with Your Distribution
Partners”, “Revenue Management
Best Practices”, “How to Use the
Latest Advertising Technologies and
Platforms”, “Content Creation and
Content Marketing” and “Everyone
Sells, and Everyone Can Sell”. Also
in attendance at the event were
SHTM students participating in the
Elite Management Programme, who
worked with WIT on an industryfocused project.

The Human
Touch
On 25 April the hotel hosted the
Hospitality Human Resources Forum,
engaging senior level hospitality
human resources professionals with
the theme “People with Purpose”.
S t r u c t u re d a ro u n d b re a k o u t
workshops on “Staff Retention
and Engagement” and “Labour
Mobility in the Pearl River Delta”,
the Forum featured insights from Dr
Miranda Lou, a seasoned hospitality
executive and now Vice President
Administration and Business at
PolyU, and Mr Giovanni Angelini, a
consultant and advisor with many
renowned hotel groups, amongst
other industry luminaries.
As Mr Hatter commented on behalf
of Hotel ICON, “employees that are
engaged and inspired deliver great
service, and there is much to learn
about how to create this workplace
environment”. He went on to say that
the forum had worked to the benefit
of Hong Kong’s continued excellence
in the hospitality sector, one of the
School’s chief objectives. H
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Career Days 2016

Exceptional Graduate Students

Career
ocus
F

Hospitality careers are challenging but ultimately
rewarding journeys. That can be even more so for
women in the sector, who hold a disproportionately low
number of positions from the supervisory level up. Yet
the exceptionally talented female students benefiting
from the SHTM’s innovative Master of Science in

Future careers were the focus of
attention on 10-11 March, when the SHTM hosted its Career
Days 2016. Graduate and undergraduate students alike
had the opportunity to gather information from 54 potential
employers, including local organisations and international
chains in hospitality, catering and tourism.
The School thanks the following organisations for setting up
booths and contributing to a very successful event. H

Accor Hotels Hong Kong
Aqua Restaurant Group
Asia Society Hong Kong Center
AsiaWorld-Expo Management Limited
Auberge Discovery Bay Hong Kong
Cathay Pacific Catering Services (H.K.) Limited
Conrad Hong Kong
Cordis, Hong Kong
Delifrance (HK) Limited
Dorsett Hospitality International Services Limited
Eaton, Hong Kong
Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
FRHI Hotels and Resorts
Harbour Plaza Hotels and Resorts
Hong Kong Airport Services Limited
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
Hong Kong Disneyland
Hopewell Hospitality
Hotel ICON
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
InterContinental Hotels Group
Jardine Airport Services Limited
JC Group Holding Limited
Kowloon Cricket Club
Kuoni Travel (China) Limited
Lanson Place Hotel
L’hotel Management Company Limited
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Madame Tussauds Hong Kong
Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
Marriott International
Metropark Hotel Wanchai Hong Kong
ONYX Hospitality Group
Ovolo Hotels
Panda Hotel
pentahotel Hong Kong, Kowloon
Press Room Group Management Limited
Regal Hotels International
Rhombus International Hotels Group
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts
Sino Hotels
Starwood Hotels and Resorts
Swire Hotels
Swire Travel Limited
The Clearwater Bay Golf and Country Club
The Great Eagle Group of Companies
The Hong Kong Jockey Club
The Langham Hong Kong
The Mira Hong Kong/Mira Moon Hotel
The Peninsula Hong Kong
The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong
The Royal Garden
Travel Industry Council of Hong Kong
VCC Land Limited
Westminster Travel Limited

mother, a nurse, “shared with me how to help people
using professional skill”. Hospitals were not for Carol,
so she “chose the hospitality sector to assist people
by using my language/communication skills” and a
beautiful smile.

Next
Step

Taking
the

Inter national
Hospitality
Management
(MSc IHM)
programme,
d e l i v e re d i n
Ms Carol Ren
Hong Kong,
MSc 2015
and Master
of Science in Hotel and Tourism Management (MSc
HTM), delivered in Hangzhou, personify the dedication
needed to change that situation. Although from
very different backgrounds, what unites them and
places them on par with their male classmates is their
determination to convert practical knowledge picked
up through daily tasks into a far broader and more
penetrating overview of the hospitality sector.
Carol Ren, for instance, is a shining example of what
it takes to forge a successful career as a hotelier. A 2015
graduate of the MSc HTM programme, Carol is the
first female General Manager for the worldwide Hyatt
chain, overseeing the Hyatt Regency Chongming.
Despite this lofty standing, she attributed her interest
in hospitality to a simple desire to help. As a child her

Language also
provided an entrance
into the sector
for Roongnapa
Sandusadee, a student
in the MSc IHM
programme. Roongnapa
majored in Putonghua at
the undergraduate level
but moved into a career
Ms Roongnapa
in hospitality. Having
Sandusadee
Putonghua, Thai
MSc student
and English at her
disposal working for a luxury hotel in Bangkok, she had
the capacity to move through multiple departments.
Echoing Carol’s comments, Roongnapa said that
hospitality is fundamentally about helpfulness, and “it
takes a group of passionate and dedicated colleagues
to work together to make guests happy and truly feel
they are indeed staying in one of the finest hotels in
the world”.
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Anna Makita, another
student in the MSc IHM
programme, emphasised
that the sector is “a fast
changing environment”.
With over 11 years of
experience working
in finance and
accounting, most
recently for the
InterContinental
Hotels Group in
Japan, Anna said
she is always
Ms Anna Makita
MSc student
excited by the
challenges she
meets, even though they push her to multitask amidst
heavy workloads.

SHTM, the
Right Choice

D.HTM Distinguished Lecture

and gain assistance with my business decisions” since
she became a General Manager.
This capacity to continually reach out and learn
anew is something Carol urged all SHTM graduates to
embrace. She advised fresh graduates to be patient,
start with the basics, be helpful to both guests and
colleagues, and to “keep your curiosity, keep learning!”
Anna suggested that new graduates should be flexible
and embrace both challenges and failure. “Make them
fruitful experiences”, she exhorted.
The ultimate proof of the SHTM’s ability to prepare
outstanding graduates is not all that difficult to find.
Consider Sojin Choi, who graduated from the MSc IHM
programme in 2015, the same year in which she took
out the prestigious Hyatt Student Prize for leaders of
tomorrow. Now a Corporate Management Trainee at
the Hyatt Regency Paris Etoile, Sojin said quite simply
that “the SHTM helped me to establish a foothold in
my professional career”. Indeed, the School is ever
ready to help with that next step. H

Choosing the SHTM programme was a simple matter
for Anna because it offered a “multinational learning
environment”, which is not the case in Japanese
schools even though the hospitality sector is rapidly
internationalising in the country. She was also attracted
to Hotel ICON, the School’s world-renowned teaching
and research hotel, a sentiment shared by Roongnapa
and Carol.
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Success
Goal setting and career
development were on the agenda
on 20 May when Mr Steve
Rushmore, President and founder
of the global hospitality consulting
firm HVS, delivered the latest
D.HTM Distinguished Lecture
on the School’s premises. Part
of the SHTM’s highly innovative
Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management (D.HTM) programme,
the Distinguished Lecture Series
features leading academics and
industry executives sharing insights
for the benefit of education,
research and industry advancement.
Mr Rushmore explained
how his firm transformed from
“insignificance” to the “big
leagues” of the hospitality sector,
highlighting the key requirements
of successfully establishing a
professional service firm: having
both a unique competitive
advantage and the ability to
c re a t i v e l y m a r k e t t h e f i r m ’s
credibility. Describing himself

Carol commented that the School also “has a great
reputation in the industry and market” and mentioned
how one of her mentors directed her towards the MSc
HTM programme so she could broaden her experience.
In a similar vein, Anna reflected that participation in
the MSC IHM programme is helping her to review and
systematise her “on the job learning”, and she praised
the “rich and deep knowledge of SHTM professors”.
Roongnapa said the School is helping her to take
“a broader and deeper look at the industry”, and that
the connections she has made with both classmates
and practitioners will open “doors of opportunities”
for her. Such connections were vital for Carol, who
explained that the SHTM provided her “the platform
to meet industry people, and to learn quickly about
what was going on in the hospitality world”. She also
commented that the School has an extensive alumni
network that has helped her to grasp “opportunities

The Path to

Ms Sojin Choi
MSc 2015

as “nothing special” before
establishing HVS, he nevertheless
highlighted three key experiences:
his time in the US Army when he
learned how not to structure an
organisation, an MBA course he
took in goal setting and how he
learned about credibility marketing
during his time at a real estate
brokerage.
Surveying the state of hotel
consulting in the US during
the1970s, Mr Rushmore explained
that hotel accounting firms and real
estate consulting firms operated
in separate spheres – HVS
was established in 1980 to
benefit from and enhance the
potential synergies between
the two. Credibility came when
he wrote The Valuation of
Hotels and Motels. Now the
author of nine books and more
than 400 articles, and publisher
of a weekly hospitality report
with 125,000 subscribers and
a hotel valuation software
s u i t e , M r R u s h m o re h a s
certainly achieved his aim of
creating and controlling the

methodology of his field.
Having initially “built a better
mousetrap” by simplifying the
process of commissioning hotel
evaluations and attracting lenders
for new properties, HVS is now
a major player in many more
niches of the hospitality consulting
sector. Mr Rushmore suggested
that in seeking their own success,
members of the audience could
benefit from using his hands-off
management style and offering
employee partnership schemes
with the appropriate levels of risk
and reward. “Finding the right
people”, he said, is the primary
constraint to his firm’s growth, but
he is excited every day by being a
“dream maker”.
The School offers its sincere
thanks to Mr Rushmore, the latest
in a succession of industry and
academic luminaries who have
delivered penetrating talks in the
lecture series. H
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Nurturing Expertise
The SHTM recently added an
innovative new complement to its
existing Executive Development
Programmes. The Research
Development Programme, launched
at the School’s premises on 19-20
May, is designed to help hospitality
and tourism academics, postgraduate
research students and research staff
from educational institutions develop
their skills in advanced research
methodology.
Offered over two days, the
inaugural programme featured
two concurrent modules: Structural
Equation Modelling in Hospitality
and Tourism Research, delivered by
SHTM Associate Professor Jinsoo Lee,
and Qualitative Research Methods in
Hospitality and Tourism, delivered by
Associate Professor Honggen Xiao.
Dr Lee offered a comprehensive
overview of structural equation
modelling, covering confirmatory
factor analysis, structural relationships,
v a l i d i t y, re l i a b i l i t y, m e d i a t o r s ,
moderators, competing models and
second-order factors. Dr Xiao turned
participants’ attention to qualitative
methods such as grounded theory,
narrative inquiry, (auto)ethnography,
discourse and semiotic analyses,
as well as visual methodology.
Those participants who successfully

completed either two-day module
received a certificate issued by the
SHTM.
Meanwhile, the School’s Executive
Development Programmes continued
to offer learning opportunities for
academics and industry professionals
throughout the region. In January and
February, SHTM academics provided
Teacher Training Programmes for
the School of Tourism and Service
Management at the Chongqing
University of Education and the School
of Hotel Management at Sichuan
Tourism University, respectively.
D u r i n g M a rc h a n d A p r i l , t h e
SHTM delivered a series of one
day programmes for LN Hospitality
Management Co Ltd in Guangzhou,
ranging in focus from leadership
and team building to innovations
in hospitality. Late May saw SHTM
academics in Hong Kong delivering
a two-day hospitality-focused
programme for 30 members
of the Property Management
Department of the
Henderson Land Group.

hotel analytics, and how to remain
competitive in food and beverage
management. On 10 June, 35 civil
servants from South Korean local
governments attended a tourism
marketing programme delivered in
Hong Kong. Attention then turned
to Singapore, where the School
cooperated with SHATEC on 16-17
June to provide a two-day programme
on remaining competitive in food and
beverage management.
Whether delivered at home or
abroad, the School’s development
programmes seek out synergies in an
ongoing effort to bolster hospitality
and tourism worldwide. H

Dr Tony Tse (first row, second from left) with
participants from the Henderson Land Group

The further development of China’s
new free trade zones (FTZs) is
likely to affect Hong Kong’s tourism
industry in various ways, according
to SHTM Ph.D. student Mingjie Ji,
Associate Professor Mimi Li and
Professor Brian King. In a recently
published paper, the researchers
review the areas that are most at
risk from the development of FTZs.
They conclude that although Hong
Kong may lose some mainland
tourists, it stands to benefit if it
adopts a cooperative approach
to seeking closer socioeconomic
integration with the mainland.

China’s New FTZs
The researchers situate their
observations within a framework
of FTZs being used in many
countries to encourage foreign
direct investment to boost local
economies. China’s first FTZs
opened in the 1980s, they note,
focusing on manufacturing and
exports, although these were
soon challenged by “lower-cost
competitors” in Southeast Asia.

In June, the SHTM
cooperated with Dusit
Thani College in Bangkok
to deliver programmes on
revenue management and

Professor Kaye Chon (first row, seventh
from left) with participants from LN
Hospitality Management Co Ltd
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Hong Kong to Feel Pressure from
China’s Free Trade Zones

With an eventual shift towards
more service-oriented FTZs, the
Shanghai Free Trade Zone (SFTZ)
was established in September
2013 with a focus on reforms to

financial, shipping, trading and
professional services, cultural
services, and public services. It
also served as a prototype for the
more recently established FTZs in
Guangdong, Fujian and Tianjin.
As the link between international
trade and tourism development
is “widely acknowledged”, the
researchers predict that China’s
development of service-oriented
FTZs may have negative effects
on Hong Kong’s tourism industry,
one of the city’s four economic
pillars. They thus investigated both
the potential micro-level effects on
the tourism trade and the macrocontext of FTZ development.

Cruise Industry and
Medical Tourism
The area most likely to be affected
first, according to the researchers,
is Hong Kong’s “fledgling cruisetourism sector”. Hong Kong intends
to develop itself as a leading
cruise hub, but this expansion
may be compromised by the
development of the cruise industry
in Shanghai. Both the national
and the municipal governments
are committed to expanding the
International Shipping Centre
within the SFTZ and the number

of cruise liners using Shanghai’s
ports has increased considerably in
recent years. The expansion is set
to continue with the Wusongkou
Port Authority’s development of
its own cruise brand and cruise
management services, focusing
on “staff recruitment and training
and materials supplies”. With these
developments, the researchers
suggest that Shanghai is “poised to
divert” Chinese cruise tourists from
Hong Kong to other destinations.
Medical tourism is another area
that could see business diverted
from Hong Kong to China. The
researchers observe that the SFTZ
offers China a way of expanding
its medical tourism industry, with
foreign-owned institutions located
there offering improvements
in the quality of services and
communication with overseas
patients. At present, Hong Kong
is established as a “hub for cancer
treatments” in the region, and is
keen to develop in other areas of
medical tourism. Whether Shanghai
intends to focus on cancer
treatment is not yet clear, but the
Chinese government’s enthusiasm
for developing medical tourism
“cannot be overlooked” in Hong
Kong, the researchers assert.
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Shopping, Artworks
and Exhibition
Services
Hong Kong’s strong reputation
as a “shopping paradise” for
mainland Chinese visitors may
also be threatened, according to
the researchers. With Shanghai
planning to offer “duty-free retail
hubs” in its FTZ, Chinese shoppers
from the affluent Yangtze River
regions may well decide to remain
in the mainland when shopping.
The effect on Hong Kong’s retail
sector could be considerable,
and perhaps even heightened
by recent local protests against
“parallel trading activities” and
the subsequent restrictions on
multiple-entry visas for Shenzhen
citizens.
In terms of the art trade,
Shanghai’s newly constructed
International Artwork Trade Centre
will offer storage, trading, logistics,
insurance and financial services,
and is expected to turn the city
into what the researchers call a
“leading platform” for trade in
Asia-Pacific artwork. The tax-free
warehouse stores more than 2,000
international artworks from around
the world and is likely to “accelerate
the development of the artwork
trade relative to Hong Kong”.
The SFTZ is also competing
with Hong Kong in exhibition
services, with the construction
of China’s National Exhibition
and Trading Centre. Given that
founding members such as
Australia have taken over entire
floors of the centre to exhibit their
national products and services,
the researchers suggest that
international companies may
be “lured to Shanghai”, with
detrimental effects on Hong Kong.
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Hotels and
Entertainment
The increased demand for hotel
rooms in the SFTZ will almost
certainly see an increase in the
number of high-end hotels being
built in Shanghai, argue the
researchers. At present, the city
only offers four luxury hotels for
international visitors, and a steep
rise in occupancy followed the
opening of the SFTZ.
The range of entertainment
facilities in Shanghai offering
visitors “enhanced excitement” is
also set to increase as the sector
opens up to foreign ownership.
This year was seen the opening
of the long-awaited Shanghai
Disneyland, for instance. Together
with the expansion of duty-free
retail outlets, hotels and exhibition
centres, the researchers argue that
the SFTZ will become an “enhanced
integrated tourism destination for
mainland visitors”, many of whom
would otherwise have visited Hong
Kong.

Emerging
Opportunities
Despite these challenges, there is
also cause for optimism, with the
FTZs offering potential business
opportunities for Hong Kong.
The researchers point out that
Hong Kong has tended to rely on
the Closer Economic Partnership
Agreement to access the mainland
market “ahead of other countries”,
but the Guangdong FTZ is now
providing a range of measures and
arrangements to facilitate crossborder e-commerce as well.
The Guangdong FTZ will also offer
various new services to Hong
Kong businesses in the shipping,
education, travel and medical
industries. In the future, the FTZ
plans to develop international trade
with countries on the Maritime

Context is Key for
Mobile Travellers

Silk Road, which should help to
consolidate Hong Kong’s “position
as an Asia-Pacific trade and
shipping hub”.

The Way Ahead
The researchers advise that
Hong Kong adopt a “philosophy
of cooperation rather than
leadership” in its relationship with
the mainland. With China’s FTZs
increasingly focusing on sustaining
growth through domestic
consumption, Hong Kong now
needs to respond by “diversifying
its range of products/services and
creating resources from its existing
assets, such as the “unique cultural
resources” of its “‘Lingnan’ Chinese
culture, British colonial legacy
and film history”. In those areas
where it is in competition with
China’s new FTZs, it could benefit
by seeking “closer integration”
with the mainland. That, however,
may be beyond Hong Kong’s
aspirations, the researchers
reluctantly conclude.

POINTS TO NOTE
• China is developing its FTZs to attract
more foreign direct investment.
• The new FTZs present various
challenges for Hong Kong’s tourism
industry.
• Hong Kong should seek closer
integration with China.
• It should exploit its unique resources
and diversify its tourism products.

Ji, Mingjie, Li, Mimi and King,
Brian. (2015). “The Impacts
of China’s New Free-Trade
Zones on Hong Kong Tourism”.
Journal of Destination Marketing
& Management , Vol. 4, No. 4,
pp. 203-205.

With travellers’ behaviour
becoming ever more dynamic and
socially connected through the
use of mobile technology, tourism
practitioners stand to benefit from
a distinct conceptualisation of the
travel context, observe SHTM
Assistant Professor Dan Wang
and her co-authors in a recently
published research paper. The
researchers suggest a conceptual
framework for understanding
the context in which travellers’
behaviour takes place, and
anticipate that it will be particularly
beneficial for developing simple
to use mobile systems that are
relevant to travellers’ needs.

“implicit cues about the objects
of interest such as people, places,
events, things, information, and
media”. For instance, a user
searching for a specific type of
product or arriving at a certain
location “gives rise to the need for
different communication services”
and allows tourism businesses
to “engage with their potential
customers”.

Information
Technology and
Travel Context

Many mobile apps depend on
the user’s location, which enables
information to be provided
about nearby points of interest,
restaurants, hotels and so forth.
The researchers note that the
challenge for contextual computing
is on how to improve personalised
information and recommendations
related to tourism, and other
aspects related to “social interaction
and mobile commerce”.

Travellers have become familiar
with using information technology
(IT) to search for travel-related
information and organise their
trips, the researchers note. The
growth of mobile technology, in
particular, has significantly changed
the way in which the Internet is
used for travel-related purposes.
One important feature of mobile
technology in this regard is that
it can take the user’s context into
account.

The researchers argue that early
examples of mobile tourist guides
suffered from a lack of detailed
information, but developments in
mobile technology now allow a
much wider range of contextual
information to be put to use.
However, developments in this
area are still hindered by the lack
of a “well defined and articulated”
notion of context, which is
necessary for the development
of effective mechanisms to assist
travellers.

The researchers suggest that
context is an important factor
in human-computer interaction
because a context-aware computer
can “sense and respond to
aspects of the setting” in which
it is being used. The information
that computers use to situate
travellers may include the time
and place of use, and can provide

Context Defined
In response to this situation, the
researchers set out to define the
notion of context in relation to the
“mobile technological environment
in travel and tourism”. They
aim to offer a richer and more

adequate understanding of context
in the mobile tourism setting, and
then “develop a foundation to
understand the new possibilities to
support on-the-go tourists’ needs”.
They begin by developing a
conceptual framework that
divides the travel context into two
domains: personal and trip-related
characteristics, and environmental
characteristics at specific stages of
the travel process. Although these
two domains have been extensively
considered in relation to tourism,
the researchers argue that context
is becoming “particularly salient”
with advancements in mobile
technology. Today’s travellers, they
write, are able to travel both “on
the Internet and with the Internet”.
Hence, a better understanding is
needed of how the two domains
affect the nature of travel.

Two Domains
Explained
The first domain refers to the
traveller’s “sociodemographics,
knowledge, personality,
involvement, values, attitudes”
together with trip-related
characteristics such as the reason
for the trip, its duration and
the distance to the destination.
The researchers explain that
these characteristics are often
closely connected – the amount
of time available, for instance,
influences the distance the
traveller is prepared to travel. The
characteristics of the rest of the
travel party also influence the range
of possible destinations, potential
trip activities and other decisions.
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POINTS TO NOTE
• China is developing its FTZs to attract
more foreign direct investment.
• The new FTZs present various
challenges for Hong Kong’s tourism
industry.
• Hong Kong should seek closer
integration with China.
• It should exploit its unique resources
and diversify its tourism products.

Ji, Mingjie, Li, Mimi and King,
Brian. (2015). “The Impacts
of China’s New Free-Trade
Zones on Hong Kong Tourism”.
Journal of Destination Marketing
& Management , Vol. 4, No. 4,
pp. 203-205.
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Information
Technology and
Travel Context
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Context Defined
In response to this situation, the
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aim to offer a richer and more

adequate understanding of context
in the mobile tourism setting, and
then “develop a foundation to
understand the new possibilities to
support on-the-go tourists’ needs”.
They begin by developing a
conceptual framework that
divides the travel context into two
domains: personal and trip-related
characteristics, and environmental
characteristics at specific stages of
the travel process. Although these
two domains have been extensively
considered in relation to tourism,
the researchers argue that context
is becoming “particularly salient”
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technology. Today’s travellers, they
write, are able to travel both “on
the Internet and with the Internet”.
Hence, a better understanding is
needed of how the two domains
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Two Domains
Explained
The first domain refers to the
traveller’s “sociodemographics,
knowledge, personality,
involvement, values, attitudes”
together with trip-related
characteristics such as the reason
for the trip, its duration and
the distance to the destination.
The researchers explain that
these characteristics are often
closely connected – the amount
of time available, for instance,
influences the distance the
traveller is prepared to travel. The
characteristics of the rest of the
travel party also influence the range
of possible destinations, potential
trip activities and other decisions.
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The second domain relates to the
travel environment the traveller
interacts with and includes
factors such as location, weather
and temperature. The physical
environment includes specific
tourism attractions, which are
regarded as central to the tourism
process, as they are often what
motivates people to visit a
particular destination.
The researchers’ framework
considers travellers’ behaviour
at different stages of the travel
process. The first stage, for
example, usually involves planning
when and where to go, who to go
with, how to get there and how
long to stay. Once they arrive at
the destination, however, travellers
access information that will help
them in getting around, making
short-term decisions and making
on-site transactions.
Mobile technology thus offers new
possibilities for on-the-go travellers,
the researchers argue, as it allows
planning to be more flexible and
many decisions can be left until
they arrive at the destination.
Mobile technology can also offer
more “chances for engagement
with others” through social
media and other resources. As a
consequence, the travel context is
becoming “more open, fluid and
dynamic”.

Influence on the
Nature of Travel
Having described the two
domains of the travel context,
the researchers go on to consider
how they affect the nature of
travel. Using the stage of travel as
an example, they illustrate how
context influences four dimensions
of behaviour – decision-making
flexibility, decision specificity,
decision-making time frame and
information needs.
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The researchers propose that
mobile technology creates greater
decision-making flexibility during
trips. Travellers now postpone
decisions about certain “micro”
aspects of their travels, such as
which restaurants and attractions
to visit, until they are en route. As
mobile technology allows travellers
to “obtain a better understanding
of their geographic and cultural
surroundings”, their behavioural
patterns become more refined and
their decisions about these micro
aspects become more specific.
Travellers also have different
timeframes for making decisions
about “different kinds of products”,
the researchers observe. Whereas
pre-trip planning such as
determining which destination to
visit can take weeks or months,
once travellers have arrived at
a destination, decisions need to
be “immediate, unreflective and
spontaneous”. Smartphones are
ideal for making these kinds of
instantaneous decisions.
Finally, the researchers argue that
mobile technology, particularly
location-based services, make
places more “immersive and
captivating” for travellers. With
the development of social,
communication and location-based
technologies, such as locationbased social gaming, tourists have
an enhanced sense and experience
of place through “emotional,
aesthetical informational, playful
and social engagement”, which
allows them to be more creative
and hedonic.

New Mobile Systems
for Travel
In providing the first comprehensive
definition of the travel context,
the researchers offer a conceptual
foundation for designing
innovative mobile systems for
travel and tourism. As travellers

are constantly “sending signals
and generating new information”
about their location, information
search history and engagement
with social networks to information
providers, inferences can be drawn
about their travel behaviour. Such
information can ultimately be used
as the basis for designing new and
more effective mobile systems for
travel and tourism.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Mobile technology has transformed
travel behaviour.
• Understanding the travel context
is crucial for mobile technology
applications.
• Contextual information provides
insights into travellers’ behaviour.
• Such insights can be used to inform
the design of mobile systems for
travel and tourism.

Lamsfus, Carlos, Wang, Dan,
Alzua-Sorzabal, Aukene and
Xiang, Zheng. (2015). “Going
Mobile: Defining Context for
On-the-Go Travelers”. Journal of
Travel Research , Vol. 54, No. 6,
pp. 691-701.

Mainland China Lagging
in Hotel Theming
Chinese hotels are a long way
behind their Western counterparts
in developing themed hotels
to differentiate themselves in a
highly competitive market, suggest
SHTM Postdoctoral Fellow Philipp
Wassler, Associate Professor Kam
Hung and a co-author in a recently
published research article. By
investigating the views of hoteliers
from the Chinese mainland, the
researchers offer an insightful
perspective on the possibilities
for hotel theming in the country,
identifying various opportunities for
themed hotels to gain competitive
advantages.

Chinese Hotel Sector
Competition
The researchers situate their study
in the context of a rapidly growing
tourism market in China that has
prompted a more than US$44
billion increase in investment
over the past five years. This has
resulted in increased competition
among hotels, exacerbated by the
government’s recent loosening
of control over foreign chains. At
present, locally owned hotels are
considered to be “significantly
weaker” than international hotels,
they note, and while some have
sought support from international
chains, many independent hotels
are struggling to survive.
A particular problem, according
to the researchers, is that many
domestic hotels lack “sophisticated
marketing practices”: they are
stuck with undifferentiated
products and services and poor
brand development, and thus
fail to capture a specific market
segment. The researchers were

thus interested in investigating
whether Chinese hoteliers might be
able to gain a competitive edge by
introducing niche marketing in the
form of hotel theming.
Themed hotels are widely used as
marketing tools in the West, the
researchers point out, most notably
in locations such as Disney theme
parks and casino resorts such as
Las Vegas and Atlantic City. In a
themed hotel, the design, décor
and facilities, staff, service and
activities, are all based on a “unique
and strong theme” that provides a
memorable experience. Themes
may be based around a country or
location, or more specific themes
such as sports, nature, cartoons
and celebrities.
Although China does have some
themed hotels, they are far less
common than in the West. The
researchers were interested
in finding out what tourism
practitioners think about the “reality
of hotel theming in China”, their
perceptions of the “opportunities,
challenges, and added market
value” theming presents and
whether it has a future in China.

Tourism Practitioner
Views Collected
To solicit the views of tourism
practitioners on theming, the
researchers invited 41 students
from a graduate-level hospitality
and tourism marketing class
comprising mainly mid- to upperlevel managers, senior executives
of hotel groups and hotel owners to
take part in seven group interviews.
During the interviews, those in
the class without work experience

asked the hoteliers nine questions
about their understanding of hotel
theming, examples of hotel themes
in China, the advantages and
disadvantages and the prospects
and future directions of theming in
China.

Hotel Theming in
China Today
The hoteliers were able to identify
only a few examples of successful
theming in China. Most involved
hotels that based their theming
on nearby scenic sites and local
culture. However, an interesting
example was a Buddhist themed
hotel in Shenzhen, where guests
were made to feel as though
they were living in a temple – the
staff and managers dressed as
monks and were said to be “living
like nuns”. Other examples of
successful theming were related to
foreign-themed hotels, such as the
recently opened Disney resort and
the Armani hotel in Shanghai.
Although they identified a few
success stories, the hoteliers noted
that whereas successful foreignthemed hotels focus on intangible
assets, Chinese-themed hotels
limit their theming to easily copied
tangible assets such as the hotel
décor and staff clothing. One
hotelier gave the example of a
chess-themed hotel that “focused
heavily on the interior design”,
but was regarded as unsuccessful
because the employees had “no
idea about how to even play
chess”.
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staff and managers dressed as
monks and were said to be “living
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recently opened Disney resort and
the Armani hotel in Shanghai.
Although they identified a few
success stories, the hoteliers noted
that whereas successful foreignthemed hotels focus on intangible
assets, Chinese-themed hotels
limit their theming to easily copied
tangible assets such as the hotel
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hotelier gave the example of a
chess-themed hotel that “focused
heavily on the interior design”,
but was regarded as unsuccessful
because the employees had “no
idea about how to even play
chess”.
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Another difference the hoteliers
highlighted was that Chinese
tourists tend to favour “futuristic
and foreign-themed hotels”,
whereas foreigners prefer “retrostyle” themes based around
traditional Chinese culture. A
similar difference was noted
between rural Chinese tourists who
prefer modern themes, and those
from the cities who prefer a “more
nostalgic and simpler design”.

Theming Facilitators
Through analysing the hotelier
responses, the researchers identify
various facilitators that could
encourage Chinese hotels to adopt
theming and gain a competitive
advantage. The strongest facilitator
is China’s valuable culture,
particularly its “diverse local
cultures”. These cultural differences
offer an opportunity for hotels to
differentiate themselves by using,
in the words of one participant, the
specific “religious, ethnic, regional,
and historical traits of a particular
area”, combined with local food,
music and decoration. The hoteliers
agreed that Chinese hoteliers have
not yet realised the enormous
potential of hotel theming based
on local culture, even though,
ironically, hotels in various other
countries have capitalised on it by
opening Chinese-themed hotels.
The researchers point out that
opening a local culture-themed
hotel could “attract many potential
guests” and would be hard to
duplicate because hotels in other
areas do not have access to the
same products. Employing local
staff who represent the local culture
without the need for “cultural
adaptation or extra training” would
be another advantage.
By adopting a local theme,
hotels could help to “preserve
the local cultural heritage” and
act as “cultural ambassadors”. A
local theme would also be more
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environmentally friendly, with
the use of local materials, which
tourists regard as having greater
“authenticity”.
Another facilitator of hotel theming
is the recent shift in the hotel
market. Until recently, business
travellers and government officials
were hotels’ main customers, but
the leisure market is taking an
increasing share. The researchers
note that this change could provide
an opportunity for some hotels
to use theming to “target the new
and younger niche markets”. The
government may even facilitate
hotel theming, such as by providing
tax benefits, if the theme promotes
Chinese culture.

Theming Inhibitors
When asked to identify the
inhibitors of hotel theming, the
hoteliers focused on two main
issues. The first was the risk-averse
nature of Chinese business culture.
They regarded hotel theming as a
“high risk” strategy requiring longterm investments and “precise
targeting” of a niche market.
Chinese hoteliers “lack patience”,
they said, not being prepared
to give up immediate gains for
potential long-term gains.
The second issue was the “less
adventurousness” nature of
Chinese tourists compared with
Western travellers. Although
overseas visitors might be
prepared for “sleeping in trees,
capsule hotels or prison hotels” –
experiences rather than services
– Chinese travellers prefer more
traditional, “less exotic” hotels, the
participants opined.

Future Trends
Drawing on the hoteliers’
predictions of trends, the
researchers identify future

development directions. There will
be increased competition amongst
theme hotels, they note, with
more innovative practices needed.
Superficially themed hotels will fail
and government regulation will be
imposed on the scope of theming.
Hotels emphasising “unique
cultural or geographical position”
will succeed. Those hotels using
Chinese themes when appealing to
foreign and urban Chinese guests
will be particularly successful,
as will those using futuristic and
foreign cultural themes when
appealing to rural Chinese guests.
Ultimately, the researchers argue,
“cutthroat competition and the new
political environment in China’s
hotel market will force Chinese
hoteliers to study original practices
and consider hotel theming”. The
onus is now on hoteliers to act.

POINTS TO NOTE
• China’s hoteliers lag behind their
Western counterparts in developing
themed hotels.
• Theming may provide a significant
advantage in a competitive market.
• Chinese local culture offers
opportunities for unique theming
that could be exploited effectively.
• Theming should focus on intangible
features that are hard to copy.

Wassler, Philipp, Li, Xiang (Robert)
and Hung, Kam. (2015). “Hotel
Theming in China: A Qualitative
Study of Practitioners’ Views”.
Journal of Travel & Tourism
Marketing , Vol. 32, No. 6, pp.
712-729.

Guest Profile Matters
for Hotel Bookings
When booking hotel rooms, guests
with different profiles tend to
choose different types of booking
channels, with some preferring to
book directly through the hotel’s
website and others choosing to use
third-party websites or call centres,
according to SHTM Assistant
Professor Lorenzo Masiero and
Professor Rob Law. In a recently
published paper, the researchers
show that with knowledge of which
customers prefer what channels,
hotels can do more to maximise
bookings through each channel.

Tourism Distribution
Channels
As in many other areas of business,
the Internet has brought about
“unprecedented changes in the
hospitality industry”, according to
the researchers. One such change
is that many tourists now prefer to
make hotel bookings online rather
than use traditional channels such
as tour operators and travel agents.
This “global network facility” offers
hotel customers the choice of using
either direct channels such as hotel
websites, or indirect channels
such as online travel agencies
(OTAs) and destination marketing
organisation (DMO) websites and
call centres.
In considering the factors that
might affect customers’ choice
of distribution channels, the
researchers note that hotel
companies often “develop different
pricing strategies with online
channels”, and consequently
prices on their own websites are
often higher than those available
elsewhere. However, when making
a booking, a customer may take
many things into consideration

apart from price, including the
ease of finding information, the
hotel’s location and the quality
of the rooms. OTAs attract many
customers by “offering additional
services such as comparing room
rates of different hotels, offering
large discounts, and providing
additional information”.
Online booking services, however,
do have limitations. The researchers
point out that certain travellers, for
instance, may still prefer to use
traditional travel agents, particularly
for international trips, because they
can provide a “clearer picture of the
destination”. Another problem with
online distribution channels is the
lack of a standardised classification
system, with different star ratings
adopted by different websites
and countries, making it difficult
to compare the quality of hotels
online.
Other factors influencing the
choice of channel, note the
researchers, could be “aspects
related to users such as their
profiles and perceptions”, but little
research attention has turned in
that direction. Consequently, they
decided to examine how various
customer attributes, together with
hotel attributes, affect customers’
selection of different distribution
channels.

DMO Facilitated
Bookings
To achieve their aim, the
researchers collected hotel room
booking information for AsconaLocarno in Ticino, Switzerland.
The information came from
a local DMO that offers all
hotels in the area the use of an

integrated channel manager which
incorporates bookings generated
by the hotels’ and OTAs’ websites
and the DMO’s own booking
engine and call centre. It tracks and
records relevant information on the
transactions made through each of
these sales channels.
Drawing on a full year of
information, the researchers
classified the bookings according
to the sales channel through
which they were generated. They
collected information on the guests’
profiles, including the length of
stay, size of the travel party, how
long in advance the booking
was made and whether it was a
domestic or international booking.
They also collected data on the
hotels’ characteristics, including
the price per night and the hotel
star rating, and finally whether the
booking was made in the summer
or winter season, to find out
whether seasonality affected the
choice of booking channel.

Hotel and Customer
Characteristics
In analysing their data, the
researchers first examine the
breakdown of bookings by
channel. The majority of travellers
(almost 60%) made their bookings
through online travel agencies
such as booking.com, venere.
com, expedia.com and hotels.com.
Around 27% of bookings were
made through the DMO website,
while around 8% and 6% were
made through the hotels’ own
websites and the DMO call centre,
respectively.
Almost 80% of hotel guests
were domestic travellers, and
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more innovative practices needed.
Superficially themed hotels will fail
and government regulation will be
imposed on the scope of theming.
Hotels emphasising “unique
cultural or geographical position”
will succeed. Those hotels using
Chinese themes when appealing to
foreign and urban Chinese guests
will be particularly successful,
as will those using futuristic and
foreign cultural themes when
appealing to rural Chinese guests.
Ultimately, the researchers argue,
“cutthroat competition and the new
political environment in China’s
hotel market will force Chinese
hoteliers to study original practices
and consider hotel theming”. The
onus is now on hoteliers to act.

POINTS TO NOTE
• China’s hoteliers lag behind their
Western counterparts in developing
themed hotels.
• Theming may provide a significant
advantage in a competitive market.
• Chinese local culture offers
opportunities for unique theming
that could be exploited effectively.
• Theming should focus on intangible
features that are hard to copy.

Wassler, Philipp, Li, Xiang (Robert)
and Hung, Kam. (2015). “Hotel
Theming in China: A Qualitative
Study of Practitioners’ Views”.
Journal of Travel & Tourism
Marketing , Vol. 32, No. 6, pp.
712-729.

Guest Profile Matters
for Hotel Bookings
When booking hotel rooms, guests
with different profiles tend to
choose different types of booking
channels, with some preferring to
book directly through the hotel’s
website and others choosing to use
third-party websites or call centres,
according to SHTM Assistant
Professor Lorenzo Masiero and
Professor Rob Law. In a recently
published paper, the researchers
show that with knowledge of which
customers prefer what channels,
hotels can do more to maximise
bookings through each channel.

Tourism Distribution
Channels
As in many other areas of business,
the Internet has brought about
“unprecedented changes in the
hospitality industry”, according to
the researchers. One such change
is that many tourists now prefer to
make hotel bookings online rather
than use traditional channels such
as tour operators and travel agents.
This “global network facility” offers
hotel customers the choice of using
either direct channels such as hotel
websites, or indirect channels
such as online travel agencies
(OTAs) and destination marketing
organisation (DMO) websites and
call centres.
In considering the factors that
might affect customers’ choice
of distribution channels, the
researchers note that hotel
companies often “develop different
pricing strategies with online
channels”, and consequently
prices on their own websites are
often higher than those available
elsewhere. However, when making
a booking, a customer may take
many things into consideration

apart from price, including the
ease of finding information, the
hotel’s location and the quality
of the rooms. OTAs attract many
customers by “offering additional
services such as comparing room
rates of different hotels, offering
large discounts, and providing
additional information”.
Online booking services, however,
do have limitations. The researchers
point out that certain travellers, for
instance, may still prefer to use
traditional travel agents, particularly
for international trips, because they
can provide a “clearer picture of the
destination”. Another problem with
online distribution channels is the
lack of a standardised classification
system, with different star ratings
adopted by different websites
and countries, making it difficult
to compare the quality of hotels
online.
Other factors influencing the
choice of channel, note the
researchers, could be “aspects
related to users such as their
profiles and perceptions”, but little
research attention has turned in
that direction. Consequently, they
decided to examine how various
customer attributes, together with
hotel attributes, affect customers’
selection of different distribution
channels.

DMO Facilitated
Bookings
To achieve their aim, the
researchers collected hotel room
booking information for AsconaLocarno in Ticino, Switzerland.
The information came from
a local DMO that offers all
hotels in the area the use of an

integrated channel manager which
incorporates bookings generated
by the hotels’ and OTAs’ websites
and the DMO’s own booking
engine and call centre. It tracks and
records relevant information on the
transactions made through each of
these sales channels.
Drawing on a full year of
information, the researchers
classified the bookings according
to the sales channel through
which they were generated. They
collected information on the guests’
profiles, including the length of
stay, size of the travel party, how
long in advance the booking
was made and whether it was a
domestic or international booking.
They also collected data on the
hotels’ characteristics, including
the price per night and the hotel
star rating, and finally whether the
booking was made in the summer
or winter season, to find out
whether seasonality affected the
choice of booking channel.

Hotel and Customer
Characteristics
In analysing their data, the
researchers first examine the
breakdown of bookings by
channel. The majority of travellers
(almost 60%) made their bookings
through online travel agencies
such as booking.com, venere.
com, expedia.com and hotels.com.
Around 27% of bookings were
made through the DMO website,
while around 8% and 6% were
made through the hotels’ own
websites and the DMO call centre,
respectively.
Almost 80% of hotel guests
were domestic travellers, and
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the average length of stay was
two days. Just under half of the
bookings were made in the week
before the check-in date, and just
over half were made, on average,
36 days in advance. The price
of the hotels ranged from 50 to
495 Swiss francs (CHF) a night,
with an average of CHF220. The
majority of bookings were for the
summer season, between May and
September, as the Ascona-Locarno
region benefits from a mild
Mediterranean climate that makes
it what the researchers describe
as an “exclusive summer lakeside
destination”.

Customers and
Channel Preferences
Investigating what hotel and
customer characteristics were
associated with which booking
channel, the researchers note that
those travellers who booked longer
stays were more likely to book
directly through the hotel website
than through any of the indirect
channels. They suggest that hotel
managers could make use of this
finding by offering “dedicated
promotions” through DMOs to
encourage longer stays, such as by
offering “extra night promotions”.
This would not only increase their
revenue, but would also give DMOs
an opportunity to “counteract the
general trend towards shorter
stays”.
Travellers who left it until the week
before their trips to book tended to
use OTAs, probably because that is
where last minute offers were most
likely to be found. As the trend
for late bookings is increasing,
the researchers suggest that hotel
managers might benefit from
offering “appealing last-minute
promotions to move bookings from
OTAs to hotel websites”. Bookings
for larger parties were also more
likely to be made through indirect
channels, and hotels could consider
facilitating large group bookings
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by adding “dedicated sections and
promotions” to their own booking
systems.
Domestic travellers and those
who booked longer than a week
in advance showed a strong
preference for using the DMO
channels, particularly the DMO
website. As domestic travellers
made up a large proportion
of visitors, the researchers
argue that DMOs might want
to “consolidate the customer
relationship with domestic tourists”
by offering special deals, perhaps
combining “national transport with
accommodation offers”.

Hotels, Seasonality
and Channel
Preferences
The researchers reveal that
travellers who booked through
hotels’ own websites paid, on
average, a higher price per night
than those who booked through
other channels. There seemed to be
little difference between the prices
offered by OTAs and DMOs in the
higher price brackets, but the DMO
channels were cheaper for lower
priced hotels. The researchers
explain that this could be down
to customers’ negotiating power,
as there is a common practice
of negotiating through DMO call
centres, which tend to have “some
flexibility in negotiating rates”.
Star rating also influenced the
choice of booking channel, with
lower rated hotels more likely to
be booked through DMOs and
higher rated hotels through OTAs.
This would seem to suggest that
lower rated and cheaper hotels
could do more to benefit from the
large market offered by OTAs, the
researchers note. Furthermore,
as many travellers will seek out
the best price they can get, hotel
managers would do well to
implement “more effective pricing
strategies” on their own websites

to encourage more direct bookings.
The researchers found little
evidence to suggest that making
a booking in summer or winter
affected travellers’ choice of
booking channel, although they
were less likely to use hotel
websites for summer bookings.

The Greatest Benefit
Overall, the researchers suggest
that hotels could increase their
revenue by attracting more
customers to book directly through
their own websites, and by
engaging with OTAs and DMOs to
offer specific promotions aimed
at particular groups of travellers.
OTAs have the greatest share of
the hotel booking market, and
lower rated hotels should “increase
their visibility in OTAs” as they offer
“substantial opportunities to boost
online sales”. The researchers
conclude that DMOs benefit the
hotel industry overall because
they attract “specific segments
of customers, thus creating an
additional marketing opportunity”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Most hotel bookings are made
through online travel agents.
• Various customer characteristics
influence the choice of booking
channel.
• Hotels can increase revenue by
attracting more customers to their
own websites.
• DMOs play an important role
in attracting particular types of
customers.

Masiero, Lorenzo and Law, Rob.
(2016). “Comparing Reservation
Channels for Hotel Rooms: A
Behavioral Perspective”. Journal
of Travel & Tourism Marketing ,
Vol. 33, No. 1, pp. 1-13.

Chinese Hotels Must
Act on OTAs
Hotels in China have “little
negotiating power” with online
travel agents (OTAs) and could do
more to resist their increasingly
dominant role, suggest SHTM
MSc student Lorraine Zhang,
Associate Professor Basak Denizci
Guillet and Assistant Professor
Deniz Kukukusta in a recently
published research paper. Yet this
should not suggest that hotels
can do away with “maintaining
a healthy relationship with this
important distribution channel”,
the researchers warn. In a wideranging study the researchers also
find that the competition between
OTAs is even more intense than it
is between OTAs and hotels, and
is likely to intensify further with the
entry of new companies into the
market.

Hotels and OTAs
in China
There has been a huge expansion
in China’s hotel industry over the
past few decades, with a shift from
“hotel shortages to overprovision”,
according to the researchers.
Encouraged by the country’s strong
economy and increasing consumer
spending power, international
hotel companies have shifted their
interests from the mature markets
in the US and Europe to Asia, and
China in particular, while domestic
hotel companies have also taken
the opportunity to build new
brands.
The researchers note that
alongside this growth in China’s
hotel industry, the Internet
has “dramatically affected the
distribution of hotel rooms”,
creating both opportunities
and challenges. Customers are

increasingly relying on OTAs to
book hotel rooms, as they offer
both great convenience and
competitive pricing. Consequently,
as the number of companies
entering this vibrant market
increases, competition between
OTAs is “becoming fierce, with
ever-increasing acquisitions and
frequent conflicts”.
While OTAs are certainly beneficial
for customers, the expansion of
this market also has important
implications for hotels. In theory,
OTAs act as agents for hotels,
while hotels hire OTAs to sell
what the researchers term their
“valuable inventory”. However,
the relationship can become
unbalanced if OTAs and hotels
have different objectives. For
instance, the rapid growth of the
hotel and OTA markets could
cause problems as “OTAs are
trying to get a larger share from
the hotel market while hoteliers
are struggling to get their names
out there and increase their direct
sales”, suggest the researchers.

Online Comments
Considered
To gain a perspective on the
relative balance of power between
hotels and OTAs in China, the
researchers collected comments
from three types of online sources.
International online magazines
were represented by Hotels
Magazine, Hotel News Now,
Hotel Management and Tnooz.
The online Chinese travel industry
information centres considered
were China InfoBank, iResearch,
Meadin, Ctcnn and Traveldaily.
Finally, Sina Weibo represented
Chinese micro-blog platforms.

The researchers collected 242
comments that were relevant to
the scope of their study. Having
analysed the content they then
identified five broad themes,
grouping the comments under
those that related to “the Chinese
hotel distribution market”,
“the Chinese OTA market”,
“globalisation of OTAs”, “new
trends in the Chinese distribution
market” and “recommendations for
hotels in China”.

OTA Market in China
Many of the comments about
the Chinese hotel distribution
market related to the attitudes
of hotels toward OTAs. The
researchers observe that the
“attitudinal stance of hotels toward
OTAs is complicated” because
they offer both advantages and
disadvantages. Many hotels rely on
OTAs to access a wide customer
base, but this can cause problems
if they over-rely on them as their
“prime means of selling excess
inventory”. Hotels have failed to
adopt technical advancements such
as building their own websites to
encourage direct booking, and rely
on the OTAs’ expertise to reduce
their own development costs. As a
result, they have become “trapped
in a passive position”.
Comments about the Chinese OTA
market mentioned the high level
of competition between OTAs.
The researchers note that many
commenters expressed concern
about Ctrip’s domination of the
market, particularly the company’s
“bullying of smaller OTAs” and its
frequent launching of price wars
intended to “disturb the online
market price”.
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the average length of stay was
two days. Just under half of the
bookings were made in the week
before the check-in date, and just
over half were made, on average,
36 days in advance. The price
of the hotels ranged from 50 to
495 Swiss francs (CHF) a night,
with an average of CHF220. The
majority of bookings were for the
summer season, between May and
September, as the Ascona-Locarno
region benefits from a mild
Mediterranean climate that makes
it what the researchers describe
as an “exclusive summer lakeside
destination”.

Customers and
Channel Preferences
Investigating what hotel and
customer characteristics were
associated with which booking
channel, the researchers note that
those travellers who booked longer
stays were more likely to book
directly through the hotel website
than through any of the indirect
channels. They suggest that hotel
managers could make use of this
finding by offering “dedicated
promotions” through DMOs to
encourage longer stays, such as by
offering “extra night promotions”.
This would not only increase their
revenue, but would also give DMOs
an opportunity to “counteract the
general trend towards shorter
stays”.
Travellers who left it until the week
before their trips to book tended to
use OTAs, probably because that is
where last minute offers were most
likely to be found. As the trend
for late bookings is increasing,
the researchers suggest that hotel
managers might benefit from
offering “appealing last-minute
promotions to move bookings from
OTAs to hotel websites”. Bookings
for larger parties were also more
likely to be made through indirect
channels, and hotels could consider
facilitating large group bookings
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by adding “dedicated sections and
promotions” to their own booking
systems.
Domestic travellers and those
who booked longer than a week
in advance showed a strong
preference for using the DMO
channels, particularly the DMO
website. As domestic travellers
made up a large proportion
of visitors, the researchers
argue that DMOs might want
to “consolidate the customer
relationship with domestic tourists”
by offering special deals, perhaps
combining “national transport with
accommodation offers”.

Hotels, Seasonality
and Channel
Preferences
The researchers reveal that
travellers who booked through
hotels’ own websites paid, on
average, a higher price per night
than those who booked through
other channels. There seemed to be
little difference between the prices
offered by OTAs and DMOs in the
higher price brackets, but the DMO
channels were cheaper for lower
priced hotels. The researchers
explain that this could be down
to customers’ negotiating power,
as there is a common practice
of negotiating through DMO call
centres, which tend to have “some
flexibility in negotiating rates”.
Star rating also influenced the
choice of booking channel, with
lower rated hotels more likely to
be booked through DMOs and
higher rated hotels through OTAs.
This would seem to suggest that
lower rated and cheaper hotels
could do more to benefit from the
large market offered by OTAs, the
researchers note. Furthermore,
as many travellers will seek out
the best price they can get, hotel
managers would do well to
implement “more effective pricing
strategies” on their own websites

to encourage more direct bookings.
The researchers found little
evidence to suggest that making
a booking in summer or winter
affected travellers’ choice of
booking channel, although they
were less likely to use hotel
websites for summer bookings.

The Greatest Benefit
Overall, the researchers suggest
that hotels could increase their
revenue by attracting more
customers to book directly through
their own websites, and by
engaging with OTAs and DMOs to
offer specific promotions aimed
at particular groups of travellers.
OTAs have the greatest share of
the hotel booking market, and
lower rated hotels should “increase
their visibility in OTAs” as they offer
“substantial opportunities to boost
online sales”. The researchers
conclude that DMOs benefit the
hotel industry overall because
they attract “specific segments
of customers, thus creating an
additional marketing opportunity”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Most hotel bookings are made
through online travel agents.
• Various customer characteristics
influence the choice of booking
channel.
• Hotels can increase revenue by
attracting more customers to their
own websites.
• DMOs play an important role
in attracting particular types of
customers.

Masiero, Lorenzo and Law, Rob.
(2016). “Comparing Reservation
Channels for Hotel Rooms: A
Behavioral Perspective”. Journal
of Travel & Tourism Marketing ,
Vol. 33, No. 1, pp. 1-13.

Chinese Hotels Must
Act on OTAs
Hotels in China have “little
negotiating power” with online
travel agents (OTAs) and could do
more to resist their increasingly
dominant role, suggest SHTM
MSc student Lorraine Zhang,
Associate Professor Basak Denizci
Guillet and Assistant Professor
Deniz Kukukusta in a recently
published research paper. Yet this
should not suggest that hotels
can do away with “maintaining
a healthy relationship with this
important distribution channel”,
the researchers warn. In a wideranging study the researchers also
find that the competition between
OTAs is even more intense than it
is between OTAs and hotels, and
is likely to intensify further with the
entry of new companies into the
market.

Hotels and OTAs
in China
There has been a huge expansion
in China’s hotel industry over the
past few decades, with a shift from
“hotel shortages to overprovision”,
according to the researchers.
Encouraged by the country’s strong
economy and increasing consumer
spending power, international
hotel companies have shifted their
interests from the mature markets
in the US and Europe to Asia, and
China in particular, while domestic
hotel companies have also taken
the opportunity to build new
brands.
The researchers note that
alongside this growth in China’s
hotel industry, the Internet
has “dramatically affected the
distribution of hotel rooms”,
creating both opportunities
and challenges. Customers are

increasingly relying on OTAs to
book hotel rooms, as they offer
both great convenience and
competitive pricing. Consequently,
as the number of companies
entering this vibrant market
increases, competition between
OTAs is “becoming fierce, with
ever-increasing acquisitions and
frequent conflicts”.
While OTAs are certainly beneficial
for customers, the expansion of
this market also has important
implications for hotels. In theory,
OTAs act as agents for hotels,
while hotels hire OTAs to sell
what the researchers term their
“valuable inventory”. However,
the relationship can become
unbalanced if OTAs and hotels
have different objectives. For
instance, the rapid growth of the
hotel and OTA markets could
cause problems as “OTAs are
trying to get a larger share from
the hotel market while hoteliers
are struggling to get their names
out there and increase their direct
sales”, suggest the researchers.

Online Comments
Considered
To gain a perspective on the
relative balance of power between
hotels and OTAs in China, the
researchers collected comments
from three types of online sources.
International online magazines
were represented by Hotels
Magazine, Hotel News Now,
Hotel Management and Tnooz.
The online Chinese travel industry
information centres considered
were China InfoBank, iResearch,
Meadin, Ctcnn and Traveldaily.
Finally, Sina Weibo represented
Chinese micro-blog platforms.

The researchers collected 242
comments that were relevant to
the scope of their study. Having
analysed the content they then
identified five broad themes,
grouping the comments under
those that related to “the Chinese
hotel distribution market”,
“the Chinese OTA market”,
“globalisation of OTAs”, “new
trends in the Chinese distribution
market” and “recommendations for
hotels in China”.

OTA Market in China
Many of the comments about
the Chinese hotel distribution
market related to the attitudes
of hotels toward OTAs. The
researchers observe that the
“attitudinal stance of hotels toward
OTAs is complicated” because
they offer both advantages and
disadvantages. Many hotels rely on
OTAs to access a wide customer
base, but this can cause problems
if they over-rely on them as their
“prime means of selling excess
inventory”. Hotels have failed to
adopt technical advancements such
as building their own websites to
encourage direct booking, and rely
on the OTAs’ expertise to reduce
their own development costs. As a
result, they have become “trapped
in a passive position”.
Comments about the Chinese OTA
market mentioned the high level
of competition between OTAs.
The researchers note that many
commenters expressed concern
about Ctrip’s domination of the
market, particularly the company’s
“bullying of smaller OTAs” and its
frequent launching of price wars
intended to “disturb the online
market price”.
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Yet the commenters also insisted
that Ctrip will face intensified
competition now that the “three
giant online companies in China”,
Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent, have
invested in the OTA market. The
increasing globalisation of OTAs
was also an “undoubted trend”
the commenters observed, with
international companies launching
Chinese versions of their sites to
compete in the local market.

New Trends
A high proportion of comments
related to the changing trends in
the OTA market, particularly the
explosive growth of mobile apps.
The commenters were expecting
the competition between hotels
and OTAs to move “from PCs to
mobiles”, with mobile apps set
to become the “most popular
travel booking tool” as people
increasingly use their smartphones
for accessing the Internet.
Another trend is the growth of
vertical search engines, which the
researchers explain send “crawlers
to index Web pages relevant to a
pre-defined topic or set of topics”.
These sites are popular with
customers because they compare
prices from several sources and
so tend to offer the best rates.
With many of the big companies
investing heavily in vertical search
engines, some commenters
predicted that they would soon
overtake traditional OTAs.
Hotels’ ability to respond to
these emerging trends is clearly
important. Indeed, the researchers
maintain that if hotels can “grasp
this new trend” of mobile apps and
vertical search platforms evolving
together, they may be able to
increase their direct bookings and
compete with the OTAs.
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Recommendations
for Hotels
In line with the researchers’
suggestion, the most common
recommendation the commenters
put forward was that hotels
should try to reduce their costs
by increasing the proportion of
direct bookings. They could, for
instance, try offering value-adding
products such as a “free minibar
or breakfast” for direct bookings.
Hotels could also introduce loyalty
programmes, as loyal customers
provide a high percentage of
profits. Looking online, hotels could
further use customer feedback
posted on social media to identify
both their strengths and their
weaknesses.
Revenue management, whereby
hotels control inventory and
tactically adjust prices based on
sales data and competitors’ prices,
was another area in which the
commenters were vociferous.
However, the researchers note
that some hotels do not make best
use of their revenue management
systems, and advise hotels
to improve their systems and
train system users to use them
effectively.
The commenters further suggested
that hotels should consider
investing in brand advertising
to enhance their reputation and
recognition without needing
to pay high commissions to
OTAs. This could be done, they
claimed, through such methods as
increasing advertising budgets and
bidding online for brand keywords.
Finally, the commenters argued
that hotels need to cooperate to
resist the increasing dominance of
OTAs. Roomkey, for instance, is
a booking site built by large hotel
groups including Hilton, Hyatt
and Choice Hotels, among others.
The researchers recommend that
hotels set up organisations or
networks for “sharing non-core

information and positive methods”
that will provide greater bargaining
power, especially for small and
independent hotels.

Balanced Relationship
Needed
Despite the high commissions
they extract, OTAs remain an
important distribution channel
that most hotels could not survive
without. The researchers clearly
show that Chinese hotels need to
balance their relationships with
OTAs amidst rapid changes to the
market. Ultimately, they argue, the
hotel industry needs to “de-escalate
its overreliance on OTAs” without
ignoring the important benefits
they offer.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Competition between OTAs in China
is already fierce and is likely to
increase.
• Hotels tend to be over-reliant on
OTAs yet have little bargaining
power over them.
• Several methods could be used
to increase hotels’ direct sales and
increase profits.
• Hotels should also cooperate to
resist the power of OTAs.

Zhang, Lorraine, Denizci Guillet,
Basak and Kucukusta, Deniz.
(2015). “Online Travel Agents Hotels’ Foe or Friend? A Case
Study of Mainland China”.
Journal of China Tourism
Research , Vol. 11, No. 4, pp.
349-370.

Social Media Critical for
Overseas DMOs in China
Overseas destination marketing
organisations (DMOs) wanting
to improve their marketing
strategies in China should consider
expanding their social media
presence, according to SHTM
Assistant Professor Dan Wang and
a co-author. In a recently published
study, the researchers highlight
the variability in overseas DMOs’
use of social media for marketing
in what they describe as “China’s
unique social media landscape”.
The DMOs need to better
understand that landscape, they
argue, to gain access to its large
audiences and the opportunity to
build relationships with very many
potential consumers.

DMOs and Social
Media in China
DMOs are non-profit organisations
designed to generate tourism for
specific areas, develop destination
images and provide information
for visitors, the researchers explain.
Yet in recent years DMOs have
been criticised for failing to keep
up with new technology as they
pursue their objectives. Many have
not developed effective marketing
strategies on social media such as
Facebook and TripAdvisor. Social
media channels such as these,
which make use of user-generated
content, constitute a “substantial
part of the online tourism domain”
according to the researchers, and
younger tourists in particular tend
to “trust and rely on them” for
making travel-related decisions.
Social media marketing differs
considerably from that on more
traditional channels such as TV and
websites. The researchers give the

example of deciding which social
media channels to use to achieve
specific marketing goals. Such
issues can be particularly difficult
for DMOs involved in international
marketing because the social
media channels in other countries
may differ, and there may be
cultural differences in the ways that
people use them.
The researchers note that in China,
the social media landscape differs
from those in Western countries
as otherwise popular sites such
as Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr
are blocked. Consequently, the
most popular Chinese social media
sites, such as Renren, Sina Weibo
and Tencent, “have captured 91%
of China’s Internet users”. Given
this situation, and that China
has become “one of the most
important tourist origin markets
for DMOs”, the researchers were
interested in how DMOs use social
marketing strategies in China.

Investigating
Overseas DMOs
The researchers selected 10 DMOs
based on the number of Chinese
visitors the associated destinations
received. Eight were national
marketing organisations, including
the Japan National Tourism
Organisation in Shanghai, Korea
Tourism Organisation, Malaysia
Tourism Promotion Board, Ministry
of Tourism and Creative Economy
of Indonesia, Singapore Tourism
Board, Taiwan Tourism Bureau,
Tourism Authority of Thailand and
US Tourism Board. The remaining
two – the Hong Kong Tourism
Board and Macau Government
Tourism Office – represented cities.

Posts and comments were
collected from the official sites
of the DMOs between 1 July and
31 August, a time of year when
such organisations are “most
aggressively promoting their
destination as a summer vacation
spot”. The researchers then
analysed the content of the posts
according to their frequency, the
amount of interaction with users
and the type of content, such
as whether it was professionally
generated and whether it contained
photos, text, videos or gamerelated messages.

Social Media
Channel Used
The DMOs used three types
of social media for destination
marketing in China: micro-blogs
such as Sina Weibo and Tencent
Weibo, social networking sites such
as Renren and Douban and mobile
social applications such as WeChat.
Micro-blogs were the “preferred
social media marketing vehicle”
for most of the DMOs according to
the researchers, with Sina Weibo
the most popular. The decreasing
popularity of social networking
sites in China was reflected in the
low number of posts on them. In
fact, only the US and Hong Kong
DMOs were active on Renren and
Douban.
The most active DMOs were those
from Hong Kong and Singapore,
both of which used several social
media outlets and posted on each
at least once a week. The Korean
DMO adopted a different strategy
of focusing on just one micro-blog,
Sina Weibo, where it was the most
active DMO with “770 posts and
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that Ctrip will face intensified
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and OTAs to move “from PCs to
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to become the “most popular
travel booking tool” as people
increasingly use their smartphones
for accessing the Internet.
Another trend is the growth of
vertical search engines, which the
researchers explain send “crawlers
to index Web pages relevant to a
pre-defined topic or set of topics”.
These sites are popular with
customers because they compare
prices from several sources and
so tend to offer the best rates.
With many of the big companies
investing heavily in vertical search
engines, some commenters
predicted that they would soon
overtake traditional OTAs.
Hotels’ ability to respond to
these emerging trends is clearly
important. Indeed, the researchers
maintain that if hotels can “grasp
this new trend” of mobile apps and
vertical search platforms evolving
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Recommendations
for Hotels
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recognition without needing
to pay high commissions to
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information and positive methods”
that will provide greater bargaining
power, especially for small and
independent hotels.

Balanced Relationship
Needed
Despite the high commissions
they extract, OTAs remain an
important distribution channel
that most hotels could not survive
without. The researchers clearly
show that Chinese hotels need to
balance their relationships with
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market. Ultimately, they argue, the
hotel industry needs to “de-escalate
its overreliance on OTAs” without
ignoring the important benefits
they offer.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Competition between OTAs in China
is already fierce and is likely to
increase.
• Hotels tend to be over-reliant on
OTAs yet have little bargaining
power over them.
• Several methods could be used
to increase hotels’ direct sales and
increase profits.
• Hotels should also cooperate to
resist the power of OTAs.

Zhang, Lorraine, Denizci Guillet,
Basak and Kucukusta, Deniz.
(2015). “Online Travel Agents Hotels’ Foe or Friend? A Case
Study of Mainland China”.
Journal of China Tourism
Research , Vol. 11, No. 4, pp.
349-370.

Social Media Critical for
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potential consumers.

DMOs and Social
Media in China
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pursue their objectives. Many have
not developed effective marketing
strategies on social media such as
Facebook and TripAdvisor. Social
media channels such as these,
which make use of user-generated
content, constitute a “substantial
part of the online tourism domain”
according to the researchers, and
younger tourists in particular tend
to “trust and rely on them” for
making travel-related decisions.
Social media marketing differs
considerably from that on more
traditional channels such as TV and
websites. The researchers give the

example of deciding which social
media channels to use to achieve
specific marketing goals. Such
issues can be particularly difficult
for DMOs involved in international
marketing because the social
media channels in other countries
may differ, and there may be
cultural differences in the ways that
people use them.
The researchers note that in China,
the social media landscape differs
from those in Western countries
as otherwise popular sites such
as Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr
are blocked. Consequently, the
most popular Chinese social media
sites, such as Renren, Sina Weibo
and Tencent, “have captured 91%
of China’s Internet users”. Given
this situation, and that China
has become “one of the most
important tourist origin markets
for DMOs”, the researchers were
interested in how DMOs use social
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Investigating
Overseas DMOs
The researchers selected 10 DMOs
based on the number of Chinese
visitors the associated destinations
received. Eight were national
marketing organisations, including
the Japan National Tourism
Organisation in Shanghai, Korea
Tourism Organisation, Malaysia
Tourism Promotion Board, Ministry
of Tourism and Creative Economy
of Indonesia, Singapore Tourism
Board, Taiwan Tourism Bureau,
Tourism Authority of Thailand and
US Tourism Board. The remaining
two – the Hong Kong Tourism
Board and Macau Government
Tourism Office – represented cities.

Posts and comments were
collected from the official sites
of the DMOs between 1 July and
31 August, a time of year when
such organisations are “most
aggressively promoting their
destination as a summer vacation
spot”. The researchers then
analysed the content of the posts
according to their frequency, the
amount of interaction with users
and the type of content, such
as whether it was professionally
generated and whether it contained
photos, text, videos or gamerelated messages.

Social Media
Channel Used
The DMOs used three types
of social media for destination
marketing in China: micro-blogs
such as Sina Weibo and Tencent
Weibo, social networking sites such
as Renren and Douban and mobile
social applications such as WeChat.
Micro-blogs were the “preferred
social media marketing vehicle”
for most of the DMOs according to
the researchers, with Sina Weibo
the most popular. The decreasing
popularity of social networking
sites in China was reflected in the
low number of posts on them. In
fact, only the US and Hong Kong
DMOs were active on Renren and
Douban.
The most active DMOs were those
from Hong Kong and Singapore,
both of which used several social
media outlets and posted on each
at least once a week. The Korean
DMO adopted a different strategy
of focusing on just one micro-blog,
Sina Weibo, where it was the most
active DMO with “770 posts and
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an average of 12 posts per day”.
The Macau, Thai, US, Japanese
and Malaysian DMOs used the
most popular outlets, such as Sina
Weibo and WeChat, but were less
active on them. The researchers
suggest that although these DMOs
were “aware of social media as
a marketing platform”, they did
not use them for communication
and marketing. Nevertheless, they
were at least more active than the
Taiwanese and Indonesian DMOs,
which had no presence on any
social media channels.

Content of Posts
Most of the posts contained
professionally generated content
intended to promote the destination
and provide tourist information.
Game-related content was the next
most popular category, particularly
on Sina Weibo, where the
Singapore Tourism Board posted
64 game-related notifications and
its Hong Kong counterpart posted
39. User-generated content was
also popular with many of the
DMOs, with the Singapore Tourism
Board again the most active in
this area with 59 user-generated
messages.
The posts contained a mixture of
text, text with photos, and text with
videos, yet the researchers note
that “photos are highly preferred to
videos by all DMOs” even though
videos are “arguably richer and
more persuasive than photos”.
Very few posts contained only
text, whereas almost all contained
photos”.

Interactions with
Users
The Hong Kong Tourism Board had
the highest number of followers
on the micro-blog channel Sina
Weibo at more than a million, with
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the second-highest, the Singapore
Tourism Board, some way behind
with just over 400,000, followed
by the Korea Tourism Organisation
with 200,000. However, on
the social networking sites the
Singapore Tourism Board had
the highest number of followers,
followed by its Hong Kong
counterpart.
Perhaps more important than
the number of followers is how
active those followers were. On
Sina Weibo, for instance, although
US Tourism Board had fewer
than 50,000 followers, it had the
highest number of reposts – over
40,000. The researchers also
considered the number of posts
with comments, or posts that
stimulated discussion. The Hong
Kong Tourism Board was ahead in
this area, with 251 of its posts on
Sina Weibo and 166 on Tencent
Weibo receiving comments. The
Japanese DMO also attracted a lot
of discussion, with comments left
on almost all of its 300-plus posts
on the two micro-blog channels.
There was very little activity on
the social networking sites, with
only the Singapore Tourism Board
attracting a handful of comments
on Renren.
Overall, the Hong Kong,
Singaporean and Korean DMOs
outperformed their counterparts in
terms of the number of followers
and message reposts, and the
frequency of their interactions with
followers. The researchers describe
the Korea Tourism Organisation,
in particular, as an “outstanding
example of social media marketing
in China”. Despite limiting its
activity to Sina Weibo, it had many
followers and interacted frequently
with them, offering many casual
greetings and jokes.

Room for
Improvement
Having considered the implications
of their findings, the researchers
comment that there is “ample
room” for DMOs to improve
their social media marketing
strategies in China, especially in
terms of emulating the Korean
strategy. It will never be enough,
the researchers write, to just to
open a social media account
without keeping it “active and live
with interesting content, instant
response and feedback, and an
innovative style of communication”.
Success in this arena will require
particularly sustained effort.

POINTS TO NOTE
• The social media landscape in China
differs from that in the West.
• Micro-blogs are the most popular sites
for DMOs and generate the most user
activity.
• Professional posts with photos and
text are the most popular type of
content.
• Overseas DMOs need to improve their
social media marketing strategies in
China.

Yang, Xin and Wang, Dan. (2015).
“The Exploration of Social
Media Marketing Strategies
of Destination Marketing
Organisations in China”. Journal
of China Tourism Research , Vol.
11, No. 2, pp. 166-185.

Extraordinary
Experiences
A key characteristic of the Doctor
of Hotel and Tourism Management
(D.HTM) offered jointly by the
SHTM and Zhejiang University in
Hangzhou is its focus on learning
through experience. Drawing
together hospitality and tourism
industry executives, academics
and senior staff from tourism
organisations, the ground-breaking
programme provides numerous
opportunities for participants to
expand their horizons, both in class
and beyond the strictly academic
setting.
For instance, programme
participants had the opportunity
to attend the Tenth International
Forum on China Hotel Brand
Development cum Asia-Europe
Forum for World Hospitality and
Tourism Education on 21-22 April
in Guizhou, China. Mr Jin Jianjiang,
a lecturer at the Tourism College
of Zhejiang, commented that he
grasped the opportunity to hold
discussions with experts, which
“gave me more comprehensive
knowledge of my research area”.
Ms Chen Xuxia, Director of
Hotel and Tourism Management at

Shanghai Xinqiao College, said that
attending the conference as part
of the D.HTM delegation helped
her to “become more aware of
the importance of innovation
in developing tourism and the
economy”. This, she reflected, had
“consolidated my determination to
study hard and improve my ability
to conduct research and critical
thinking”.
Innovative courses are also
critical elements of the D.HTM
programme. Reflecting on her
participation in the subject
“Asian Paradigm in Hospitality
Management” earlier this year,
Ms Zhang Hong, Deputy Sector
Chief of the Harbin Tourism
Bureau, pointed out that she and
her classmates “not only studied
the theories of the paradigm but
also experienced Asian service
at Hotel ICON, Dusit Thani Hotel
and Banyan Tree”, the latter two in
Thailand.
Mr Wang Huitong, Deputy
General Manager of the Dalian
Sanhuan Grand Hotel, described
the subject as “an extraordinary
journey”. He praised the SHTM’s
Professor Haiyan Song for
broadening his perspective on
the hospitality sector, Hotel ICON
General Manager Mr Richard Hatter
for his expertise, and SHTM Dean,
Professor Kaye Chon, “who made it
Mr Jin Jianjiang (first from left), Ms
Chen Suxia (second from right) and their
classmates at the Forum

Mr Wang
Huitong
(right) with
Professor
Haiyan Song
at the 14th
APacCHRIE
Conference

possible for our class sessions to be
integrated into the 14th APacCHRIE
Conference” held in Bangkok,
Thailand on 11-13 May.
Given the breadth of such
experiences, participants benefit
from the D.HTM programme in
innumerable ways. Yet, perhaps
Ms Zhang best summed up the
programme’s impact: “we are
so impressed with the SHTM’s
internationalisation, strict teaching
and outstanding innovation”.
There could be no greater praise
for achieving a carefully planned
objective. H

Ms Zhang Hong
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in particular, as an “outstanding
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in China”. Despite limiting its
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In Brief . . .
Dean Chon Honoured
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean, Chair Professor and Walter Kwok Foundation
Professor in International Hospitality Management, recently received two honours
in recognition of his lifetime contributions to hospitality and tourism education
and research. At the 4th Interdisciplinary Tourism Conference and 8th World
Conference for Graduate Research in Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure in Bodrum,
Turkey on 24-29 May 2016, the Kaye Chon Recognition Award was presented for the
best conference paper.
The second honour came at the APTA 2016 Annual Conference in Beijing on 1-4 June when Dean Chon received
the Founder’s Award created in honour of Professor Hai-sik Sohn, the founder of APTA who also served as
Chairman of the organisation from 1995 to 2006. Dean Chon was one of the founding members of APTA in 1995.

Agreement Signed with Thai Bureau
As part of its commitment to enhancing hospitality and tourism education in the region, the School
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau on
19 May. The agreement covers executive education, internships and consultancy with the purpose of
developing educational and research collaboration in the convention and exhibition industry. In attendance
at the signing ceremony in the SHTM lobby were representatives from Chiang Mai University, Chiang
Rai Rajabhat University, Khon Kaen University, King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok,
Mahidol University, International College, Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna, Siam University
and Silpakorn University.

Lively HFTP Annual Dinner
The HFTP PolyU Student Chapter held its annual dinner on 16
April, with members eagerly embracing the “Gaming Night” theme.
During the event the Chapter advisor, Dr Norman Au, and committee
members had the opportunity to discuss their valuable experiences
and happy memories of HFTP events during the previous year.

I-CHRIE Appointment Reflects Staff Excellence
The SHTM’s Dr Qu Xiao was recently elected Director of Research for
International CHRIE, a non-profit professional association which provides
programmes and services that continually improve the quality of global
education, research, service and business operations in the hospitality and
tourism industry. Dr Xiao began serving his two-year term in July.

ESD Welcomes New Members
An initiation ceremony was held on the School premises on 18 April to
welcome new members of the Eta Sigma Delta (ESD) International
Hospitality Management Honour Society PolyU Chapter. Mr Louis Shih,
Executive Director of the Old Stone Hotels Company, was the honoured guest
this year, discussing his experience with the assembled members.

Research Funding Success
Wine Mastery on Display
Professor Jeannie Cho Lee, Professor of Practice (Wine) at the SHTM and the first
Asian Master of Wine, hosted a wine masterclass on 14 April to introduce potential
participants in the School’s Master of Science in International Wine Management
programme to six distinctive wines from six countries. Taught by leading academics,
including Professor Lee, and industry experts, the programme grooms industry leaders, educators and
researchers by deepening their understanding of the latest trends in the wine business and empowering them
to lead the industry’s future development.

18

SHTM staff members had considerable success in obtaining major publicly funded competitive research grants this
year. The General Research Fund of the Research Grants Council (RGC) will provide funding for Professor Cathy Hsu’s
project entitled “Tourist Stereotypes: Triggers, Content, Model Building, and Resolutions” and Dr Honggen Xiao’s
project, “‘Think Tank’ as a Knowledge-based Strategy for Public Policy and Development: A Study of the China
Tourism Academy”.
The RGC’s Early Career Scheme will fund Dr Suna Lee and Dr Sam Kim’s project entitled “Developing a New
CSR Performance Measure for the Hong Kong Hotel Industry: An Application of the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy
Process”, and Dr Vincent Tung and Professor Brian King’s project, “Resident Preconceptions of Mainland Chinese
Visitors in Hong Kong: Prospective Intervention Strategies”. Dr Pearl Lin, Professor Hanqin Qiu and Dr Kam
Hung will receive funding from the Central Policy Unit’s Public Policy Research Fund for their project entitled “Exploring
the Effects of Airbnb on the Hong Kong Tourism Industry”.
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Staff Updates
Ms Keiko Tam joined the SHTM
as an Executive Assistant on 4 May
2016. She provides administrative
support on student exchange matters,
mainland programmes and alumni
affairs matters.

Dr Eka Diraksa Putra joined the
School as an Assistant Professor on
1 August 2016. Dr Putra received his
Ph.D. in Hospitality Management from
the University of Missouri, USA.

Ms Bubble Cheung joined the School
on 30 May 2016 as an Assistant
Designer.

Dr Ivy Chow joined the School as
a Visiting Assistant Professor on 1
August 2016 for one year.

Dr Tony Tse has been appointed
Professor of Practice, with effect from
1 July 2016.

Dr Peter BeomCheol Kim joined the
School as a Visiting Assistant Professor for
10 months on 1 August 2016. Currently,
he is a Senior Lecturer at AUT University in
New Zealand.

Dr Nelson Tsang has been promoted
to Associate Professor, with effect from
1 July 2016.

Mr Kevin Burns from the Dongbei
University of Finance and Economics,
China, joined the SHTM as a Visiting
Lecturer for one year from 1 August
2016.

Ms Erin Shih, having completed
her Visiting Lectureship, has been
appointed as an Instructor with effect
from 1 July 2016.

Ms Forest Ma joined the SHTM as a
Visiting Lecturer for one year from 1
August 2016.

Ms Elly Shek has been promoted to
Executive Officer with effect from 1
July 2016.

Ms Regina Wang who was previously
PR M a na ger o f the Gra nd Hy att
Shenzhen, was appointed as an
Instructor on 1 August 2016.

Mr Henry Ho has been promoted to
Assistant Technical Officer with effect
from 1 July 2016.

Ms Evita Ma joined the School as
Project Assistant on 1 August 2016.
She provides administrative support
to the Hospitality Finance and
Technology Project.

Ms Joan Yip joined the SHTM as
Senior Secretary to the Dean of School
on 29 July 2016.

Dr S oy on Pa ek , wh o g ra du a ted
with a Doctor of Hotel and Tourism
Management degree from the
SHTM in 2011, joined the School as
an Assistant Professor on 1 August
2016. Dr Paek previously worked as
an Assistant Professor at the Macau
University of Science and Technology.
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SHTM Students’ Association

Dr Mehmet Ali Koseoglu from the
American University of Kuwait, joined
the School as an Assistant Professor on
8 August 2016.
Mr Dave Chan joined the School as
an Instructor on 8 August 2016. He
previously worked as a Lecturer at
Compass College.
Ms Pia Kwan joined the School as
an Instructor on 15 August 2016.
She previously worked as a Lecturer
at Inter national College, School
o f P ro f e s s i o n a l a n d C o n t i n u i n g
Education, University of Hong Kong.

With a theme of “Boundless
Vagary, Fearless Journey”, the
SHTM Students’ Association
launched its 12th annual
session at PolyU’s Chiang Chen
Studio Theatre on 13 April. The
incoming executive committee
of 13 enthusiastic undergraduate
students, fittingly named “Cordial”,
pledged to exert themselves

f o r t h e y e a r. A s a l w a y s , t h e
School will staunchly support the
committee’s efforts, knowing that
it cultivates an impressive sense of
belonging amongst its members,
fosters an enduring team spirit and
acts as a bridge between the SHTM
and the student body.
In a more specific sense,
Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM
Dean, Chair Professor and Walter
K w o k F o u n d a t i o n P ro f e s s o r

society, but it also gives you the
opportunity to voice your opinions
on important issues related to the
SHTM as well as PolyU”.
Following the inauguration
ceremony, the Association’s major
areas of focus in recent months
have been on participating in
Orientation Day and holding its
yearly Orientation Camp. In the
coming months, it will conduct
a table manners class, sports
competition, mega sale and
annual dinner, along with
various other initiatives
for the benefit of its
members.

Paving the Way
in service of their classmates
throughout the year, with their
term set to end in February 2017.
Given its total membership of
1307, the Association is one of the
key ways in which SHTM students
come together and deepen their
connections to each other.
Prior to the inauguration
ceremony, incoming President
Matthew Au Yeung explained that
“imagination and creativity are the
prerequisites for success”, so the
committee would overcome any
challenge in fulfilling its obligations

for Success
in International Hospitality
Management, told the assembled
members that “the SHTMSA is a
perfect organisation for you, our
students, to learn and practise
many skills crucial for a successful
career in the future”. He went
on to explain that participation
in Association activities “not
only helps you to deepen your
understanding of the issues in

As Dean Chon mentioned,
through their involvement in
Association activities, students “are
also participating in a significant
educational process in and of
itself”. They will indeed learn
much, and the School applauds all
members, especially the executive
committee, for their proactivity. H
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SHTM News

Staff Updates
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Student Activities

The SHTM places a high priority
on ensuring that its students
are engaged with the global
hospitality and tourism industry,
d e s i g n i n g p ro g r a m m e s a n d
offering opportunities for them
to understand and be part of
what they are studying. Recently,
students from the ground
b re a k i n g M a s t e r o f S c i e n c e
Students in the MSc GLHB
programme on their field
trip in Beijing

Student Activities

the SHTM, the Ecole hôtelière de
Lausanne in Switzerland and the
Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel
and Restaurant Management at the
University of Houston in the US,
attracting a multicultural student
body intent on gaining the most
knowledge, skills and contacts
possible in the local markets of
the three host institutions. As Ms
Rubina Insam
put it, “I’ve been
able to extend
my network and
also strengthen
my knowledge
about the industry
as a whole”.
Reflecting on
the four-month
semester in Hong
Kong earlier

Bassatne describing the experience
as “an enlightening and educational
trip” that helped her “gain a much
deeper understanding of the
Chinese hospitality market”.
Between the two trips, the
students attended an intensive boot
camp on 25-28 February conducted
by HVS Consulting, a global
hospitality consulting organisation.
They had the opportunity to learn
about owners’ and managers’
roles in management contract
negotiations and hotel real estate
valuation techniques. Further
hands-on experience was gained
after the students moved on from
Hong Kong, spending residence
periods at major international
hospitality corporations to initiate
their capstone consultancy projects.

A Taste of Success
Students in the MSc IWM
programme were also very active
in recent months. Most publicly,
they manned a booth at the South

INDUSTRY
IMMERSION
in Global Hospitality Business
(MSc GLHB) and International
Wine Management (MSc IWM)
programmes took their practical
learning to new heights in Hong
Kong and beyond, and a new batch
of undergraduate students joined
the Elite Management Programme
at Hotel ICON, the School’s worldrenowned teaching and research
hotel.

Mastering
the Business
The MSc GLHB programme is
a unique tripartite offering from
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this year, Ms Fei Xu said that the
SHTM “provided us deep insight
into different aspects of hospitality
industry in Asia”. Ms Kristina Park
said that with site tours “and
lectures from hotel leaders from the
local Hong Kong and entire Asia
Pacific market, we were completely
involved with the entirety of Hong
Kong’s hospitality business”.

A key way in which that
involvement was extended was
field trips to Macau and the
Chinese mainland. The students
visited Macau on 20-22 January,
benefiting from insights shared
by representatives of the Macao
Government Tourism Office and
visits to leading hotels. On 1-6
March, the students visited Beijing
and Shanghai, with Ms Tatiana

Mr Kyu Baek Kim, Mr Hugo
Manzini and Ms Marcela Sclavo
worked at the Accor Hotels UK
Office in London. They explained
that they were particularly grateful
for being able “to learn something
new every day and to utilise the
tools we have been taught during
this Master’s programme in real-life
industry situations”.

MSc GLHB students (from left) Mr Kyu Baek Kim, Ms
Marcela Sclavo and Mr Hugo Manzini during their capstone
in-residence period at the Accor Hotels UK office

who explained “the structure of the
winery and the traditional Bordeaux
trading system”.

Developing
Talent
Six second-year students from
the Bachelor of Science (Honours)
in Hotel Management programme

Students in the Elite Management Programme: (from
left) Margaret Cheung, Cindy Chen, Erin Guo, Karen
Cheng, Gloria Yu and Jessie Jiang

Students in the MSc IWM programme
on their study trip to France

African Wine Festival at Hotel ICON
on 11 April, promoting both their
programme and the wine they had
made themselves, from crushing
the grapes to fining and labelling.
During May the students flew to
France, where they visited Bordeaux
and Burgundy. The key features
of the trip were visits to wineries
and wine trade organisations to
which the students would otherwise
not have had access. Ms Jessie
Li commented that “the best
part of the trip was meeting the
General Manger of Chateau Pichon
Longueville Comtesse de Lalande”,

Mr Chris Cheng added that
a bonus was the opportunity
to explore the “winemaking
compartments in top chateaux, and
taste some of the most sought-after
and expensive wines in the world!”

began their engagement with the
industry in June, constituting the
latest batch of Elite Management
Trainees at Hotel ICON. Carefully
selected from among the School’s
brightest and most promising
students, Cindy Chen, Karen
Cheng, Margaret Cheung, Erin Guo,
Jessie Jiang and Gloria Yu began
shadowing the hotel’s management
to gain the experience they will
need to work as supervisors or
managers upon graduation.
Jointly offered by the School and
Hotel ICON, the programme rotates
trainees through departments for
eleven months in two phases, from
June to August 2016 and January
to August 2017 for this batch.
Whether at home in Hong
Kong or around the world, SHTM
students are immersed in the
hospitality and tourism industry,
benefiting from their exposure and
laying the foundations for their own
future success. H
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Academic Achievement Awards

SHTM Mentorship Programme

SHTM Students Excel

Guiding Hands
Since 2002, the SHTM Mentorship Programme has carefully matched seasoned industry mentors with student
mentees, helping full-time final year undergraduates and more recently MSc students receive guidance and
support in line with their career interests.
The 2016 version of the programme officially launched at PolyU’s Staff Restaurant on 19 March, with mentors
and mentees meeting for the first time. In his welcoming remarks, Professor Kaye Chon, SHTM Dean and Chair
Professor, emphasised the programme’s multiple benefits.
The mentors and mentees will maintain regular contact over the coming months to achieve the learning objectives
they have agreed upon.
The School offers its sincere thanks to the following mentors for joining the programme. If you would be interested
in mentoring one of the School’s future industry leaders, please contact Dr Eric Chan at eric.sw.chan@polyu.edu.hk
for more information. H

The SHTM’s most outstanding undergraduates were honoured with Academic Achievement Awards at a
ceremony held on the School’s premises on 22 March. Presented in recognition of outstanding grade point
averages in Semester 1 of 2015/16, the awards marked the recipients as the elite of the elite.
The School extends its hearty congratulations to the following students, who will surely be future hospitality
and tourism leaders. H

HIGHER DIPLOMA IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Shuk Yee
CHEUNG Ka Ching
LAM Siu Wai Sarah
MAK Lai Yin
NG Pui Chi
WONG Wai Leung

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN CONVENTION
AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

WONG Ching Man

BACHELOR OF ARTS
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL AND
CATERING MANAGEMENT

CHAN Patricia Pui Sze
LEUNG Ho Wai
LING Xinyu
TAM Wing Yan

BROAD DISCIPLINE OF
HOTEL AND TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

CHAN Tsz On
KIM Haerin
PARK Jae Yoon
TSENG Yu Hui
WANTONO Amanda Putri
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

CHOW Mei Shan
DAI Yining
HU Ruixin
KAN Yuen Ting
KWOK Sin Ting
LAI Hok Yi
LAW Hoi Yan
LEUNG Wai Shan
TONG Yuk Ying
WONG Wai Ying
XIE Rouyu
YEUNG Hoi Man

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
(HONOURS) IN HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

AU-YEUNG Sing Lee
Michelle
BRAUN Kristina Barbara 		
Maria
CHAN Chantel Corrie
CHAN Hoi Yin
CHAN Si Mun
CHEN Weijia
CHEN Yu
CHENG Wai Yi
CHU Jingxian
CHUNG Cassy Sau Man
CHUNG Cheuk Hei
GUO Yilei
JIANG Jiang
JIM Hoi Yin Hazeline
KWAN Hei Wing
KWOK Ming Hin
LAM Ka Man
LAM Tsz Ching
LAU Man Yee

LEE Hin Ting
LEE Wing Sze
LI Xiaohan
LING Joyce
LO On Ki
LO Yuen Sheung
LU Ziyin
MAN Mei Po
MENG Yutong
MO Zichen
PAN Keyi
QIU Yao
TSANG Ka Po Lillian
WAN Hoi Hang
WONG Man Ting
WONG Wai Sheung
WONG Ying Ming
YUEN Kwan Ting

AGONOY Lily
Managing Director – BCD Travel (Jebsen
Travel Management Limited)

CHAN Patrick
Director of Human Resources –
Hong Kong Skycity Marriott Hotel

CHEUNG Nancy
Director, Sales – The Leading Hotels of the
World Limited

CHU Carroll
Human Resources Director –
Aqua Restaurant Group

AU Michael
Executive Director – Realty Travel Service
Limited

CHAN Samuel
VP-Corporate HR – Genting Hong Kong

CHIANG Robert
General Manager – Courtyard by Marriott
Hong Kong

CHU Gary
Front Office Manager – Bishop Lei
International House

CHIU Cici
Manager, F&B Operations – Hong Kong
Disneyland

CHU Lien
Area Director of Human Resources and
Learning – Hotel Jen

CHIU Evan
General Manager – Metropark Hotel
Wanchai Hong Kong

CHUC Kevin
General Manager – The Royal Pacific Hotel
and Towers
AD and Deputy Group General Manager –
Sino Group of Hotels

BANERJEE Somik
Director of Food and Beverage –
The Mira Hong Kong
BRIDLE Symon
Chief Operating Officer –
Rosewood Hotel Group

CHENG Anna
Learning and Development Manager –
Lanson Place Hospitality Management
Limited

BUSFIELD Anne
General Manager – Holiday Inn Golden
Mile

CHENG Cindy
Corporate Director of Human Resources
Development – Rosewood Hotel Group

CHOW Vida
Director of Talent Management Asia
Pacific – Hyatt Hotels and Resorts

CHAN Anthony
Catering Support Services Manager –
Hong Kong Jockey Club

CHENG Paul
Assistant General Manager, Terminal
Operations and Government Facilitation –
Hong Kong Airport Authority

CHU Anna
Training Manager – Island Shangri-La,
Hong Kong

CHAN Brenda
Senior Human Resources Manager –
Lanson Place Hospitality Management
Limited
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CHEN Billy
Executive Director, Membership Services –
Hong Kong Jockey Club

CHENG Yvonne
Director of Finance – Hyatt Regency Hong
Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui

CHU Ashley
Assistant Human Resources Manager –
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong

CONDON William
Front Office Manager – Pentahotel Hong
Kong, Kowloon
CONKLIN Mark
General Manager – JW Marriott Hotel
Hong Kong
DAVIS Lincoln
Director of Quality Management –
InterContinental Grand Stanford Hotel
Hong Kong
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Executive Director, Membership Services –
Hong Kong Jockey Club
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DEMPSEY Sarah
Director of People, Asia – Pret A Manger
(Hong Kong) Limited

LEUNG Cecilia
General Manager, Cargo Planning –
Cathay Pacific Airways Limited

SCHEFFERS Michel
Hotel Manager – Island Shangri-La
Hong Kong

DRUMMOND John
Resident Manager – InterContinental
Grand Stanford Hong Kong

LEUNG Fiona
Assistant Product Manager – Unilever HK
Limited/Maxim’s Caterers Limited

SHAM Signory
Assistant Director of Human Resources –
Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel and Towers

FONG Jason
Assistant Manager, Grissini – Grand Hyatt
Hong Kong

LEUNG Meg
Director of Human Resources – New
World Millennium Hong Kong Hotel

SHAMON John
Senior VP, Design and Project Services –
Rosewood Hotel Group

FOSKEY Paul
Executive Vice President, Hotel
Development, Asia-Pacific – Marriott
International Inc

LI David
Senior Operations Manager – Maxim’s
Caterers Limited

SHEK Jason
Director of Marketing – JW Marriott Hotel
Hong Kong

LI Karen
Director/Executive Director – Wing
Tai Properties Limited/Lanson Place
Hospitality Management Limited

SHIH Louis
Managing Director – Old Stone Hotels
Company Limited

FUNG Ken
Hotel Manager – The HarbourView Place
GALLAS Guillaume
Hotel Manager – Sofitel Macau
At Ponte 16
GINNS James
Director, Service Delivery – Cathay Pacific
Airways Limited
GIRARD John Alexander
Area GM and VP, Development –
Regal Hotels
HO Alex
Learning Manager – Grand Hyatt
Hong Kong
HO Peter
CEO/General Secretary – YMCA of
Hong Kong
HO Ronald
Director of Finance – JW Marriott Macau
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LI Johnny
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LI Ricky
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LEE Timothy
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WRIGHT Timothy
Group Director of Human Resources
– Shangri-La International Hotel
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LIU Gladys
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The Royal Garden

KWONG Winnie
Assistant Director of Sales – The Cityview
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WONG Perry
Sales and Marketing Director – Peak
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LIM Allen
Chief Financial Officer – Miramar Hotel
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MAK Wayne
Managing Director – Rhombus
International Hotels Group

LAU Garrick
Associate Director – Hopewell Holdings
Limited

WONG Kamy
Assistant Learning and Development
Manager – Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel
and Towers

SUN Hebe
Director and Vice Chief Secretary –
The Association for Hong Kong Catering
Services Management Limited

KWOK Philip
Human Resources Manager – Hong Kong
Gold Coast Hotel

LAI Janet
Senior Human Resources Manager –
Lanson Place Hospitality Management
Limited
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NG Ringo
Director of Rooms – InterContinental
Grand Stanford Hong Kong
OOI Lay–peng
Group VP-HRD – Rosewood Hotel Group
PARK Patrick
Director of Front Office – Marco Polo
Hotels Hong Kong
PERNA Giovanni
Executive Assistant Manager – Hong Kong
Club
ROBSON Jeanette
Global Director of Learning – Shangri-La
International Hotel Management Limited

TAI Mandy
Training Manager – InterContinental
Grand Stanford Hong Kong
TAM Edmond
Regional Director of Sales – The
HongKong and Shanghai Hotels Limited
TAN Daphne
Vice President, Hotel Development –
Marriott International
THOMA Marcel
General Manager – The Upper House
TOO Alicia
General Manager – Lanson Place Hotel
Hong Kong
TSANG Porsche
Area Quality Improvement Manager –
Island Shangri-La Hong Kong
TSE Gigi
Hotel Manager – Ovolo NoHo and Sheung
Wan
TSUI Danielle
Assistant Front Office Manager –
Courtyard by Marriott Hong Kong, Sha Tin
TUNG Vincent
Director, Group Marketing Department –
Shun Tak Holdings Limited
WAI Kenneth
Director of Human Resources –
Island Shangri-La, Hong Kong
WARD Richard
Director – Aqua Restaurant Group
WONG Ada
Director of Human Resources – Conrad
Hong Kong
WONG Ayse
VP – Human Resources – Regal Hotels
International Limited

YAU Edmund
Front Office Manager – Panda Hotel

YIP Paul
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YIP Lawrence
Country Head, China – Millennium and
Copthorne Hotels (HK) Limited
YU Philip
General Manager – Grand Hyatt Hong
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YUEN Brian
General Manager, Inflight Service –
Hong Kong Dragon Airlines Limited

Real-World
Solutions,

Right
Now
With an eminently practical
focus, the School has been
enhancing the ways in which
food and beverage students
solve everyday problems in recent
times, ensuring that they are
more ready than ever to join the
hospitality industry with the right
skills and sufficient experience. The
emphasis has been on anticipating
problems and designing solutions
with real impact.
As Dr Murray Mackenzie,
Education Specialist (Integrated
Learning) put it, the School has

been “giving the students a lot
to think about” and making sure
they put those thoughts into
action. For instance, as the final
class project for the second year
Technology in Hotel and Tourism
course, students designed mobile
applications (apps) to showcase
the offerings at Bistro1979, the
SHTM’s training restaurant. Of the
10 apps designed, one was chosen
and implemented, with customers

now being able to view menu items
individually and students able to
explain the ingredients.
The ultimate benefit, Dr
Mackenzie explained, is that
students “will become more aware
of the food they’re serving”. The
app is being complemented by
a digital album placed at the
restaurant’s entrance, with menu
items on constant rotation “to show
people what we’re doing”. Further
effort has been made to revamp
the Bistro1979 Facebook page
and create an Instagram feed to
highlight weekly menus and dishes
and publicise regular student theme
nights.
The School has also been
increasing its emphasis on student
entrepreneurship, with the fourth
year Entrepreneurship and
Innovation in Hospitality course
requiring participants to formulate
business plans and defend them in
front of a panel comprising industry
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professionals, SHTM academics
and Hotel ICON staff. Currently,
successful students are encouraged
to apply for start-up funding from
PolyU, and Dr Mackenzie described
a new initiative in cooperation
with the university’s Institute for
Entrepreneurship whereby the
course is being restructured to
explicitly guide students through
the steps to applying for funding,
with the aim of “taking them
one step further, making it more
applied”.

In April this year, Hotel ICON
hosted a South African W ine
Festival that again put students
under the spotlight. With over 30
wine suppliers in attendance and
block mode classes delivered by
renowned wine experts such as Dr
Chen Chien-hao from the National
Kaohsiung University of Hospitality
and Tourism in Taiwan, the event
was an outstanding success. One
of the highlights was the SHTM
booth that displayed wines made
by students in the Master of Science
in International Wine Management
programme.

Attracting
Industry
Attention

Dr Mackenzie explained that the
booth was organised to promote
the programme, and that the
students had learned to “create
a bottle of wine from grapes and
start from scratch”, moving all the
way up to bottling and applying
the School’s own labels. A video
was taken of the whole process
to be used for both training and
promotional purposes, he said.

The results of that sort of applied
lear ning have been on show
recently, with students wowing
industry professionals with the
skills they have developed. Last
November, the School hosted its
first undergraduate student culinary
competitions, with Marvin Choi Howai taking out the Bartender of the
Year award, and pasta, pastry and
duck competitions taken out by
duos Yeung Wai-ting and Lai Ngoching, Ng Yu-sum and Wong Yuentung, and Edmund To Fan-yu and
Miranda Chan Lok-sze, respectively.
Each competition was judged by
a panel of industry experts, with

Honing the learning process is
always a priority in the School’s
food and beverage activities and
that extends, as Dr Mackenzie
put it, to “showing the industry
what’s happening”. Such was
certainly the case last November
when the School hosted a seminar
entitled Edible Ideas, organised
in conjunction with TEDx. With
over 300 people from the industry,
students and SHTM and Hotel
ICON staff in attendance, the event
feature renowned speakers such
as Chef Richard Ekkebus, Culinary
Director of the Landmark Mandarin
Oriental, and Ms Vicky Lau, Veuve
Clicquot Asia’s Best Female Chef

Dr Murray Mackenzie (middle) promoting the MSc IWM
programme at the South African Wine Festival
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the cooking contests ensuring
that the students had to display
not only culinary flare, but also
communications skills, the ability to
delegate and time management –
the sorts of managerial skills they
will need in their careers.

2015. The focus on exploring
upcoming food production and
cooking trends was very well
received by all attendees.
As this new semester begins, Dr
Mackenzie explained, the School
is “looking at ways of stimulating
students to think about the option
of food and beverage and how
that’s going to be a career path
for them”. If the School’s recent
activities are anything to go by,
when they have graduated those
students will be back at the SHTM,
always learning more. H

In Touch
with Intangibles
The SHTM Alumni Association spent time getting
in touch with the less tangible aspects of life in recent
months, offering activities featuring numerous historical
and cultural elements. From the 2016 Annual Dinner
and a visit to Art Basel to the yearly alumni tour, the
Association exposed its members to the subtle but still
important underpinnings of modern existence.

Historical Setting for
Annual Dinner
The activities got underway on 18 March, with
Association members gathering for their Annual Dinner,
themed “The Roaring Twenties” this year. The historical
connotations were carried over into the dress code –
1920s party attire – and accentuated by the setting:
The Helena May in Hong Kong’s Central district, a listed
historic monument built in the Edwardian Classical
Revival style. Opened in 1916, the building houses a
not-for-profit women’s club named after the wife of the
then governor Henry May.

Appreciating Art
On 26 March, 12 Association members had the good
fortune of attending the annual Art Basel event, a gala
held at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition
Centre that showcased the artworks of established and
emerging artists from around the world. Fully sponsored
by the Association, the members embarked on a fourhour art appreciation tour, taking in the sights, sounds
and other sensory experiences of this outstanding
event.

Getting to
Know Chaoshan
SHTM Alumni Association Committee members

Aside from awarding the fabulous lucky draw prize
of two round trip tickets to Sapporo, a highlight of the
night was voting for the best dressed award, which
went to Ms Anna Pavesi for her recreation of the 1920s
flapper style.

This year’s annual tour, taking in the historical and
cultural delights of Chaoshan in east Guangdong, took
place on 17-19 June. Billed as the best short trip for
Association members, especially those in mainland
China, the tour took in a visit to Shantao University, a
beef ball shop, various restaurants, historical areas such
as Paifung Street and Guangji Bridge in Chaozhou, and
the Phoenix Mountain Tea Garden.
Members thoroughly enjoyed their time in the region,
and eagerly immersed themselves in the culinary,
cultural and traditional delights on offer. H
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Mr Billy Li BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2011
is Quality Manager at The RitzCarlton Shanghai, Pudong.

2000s
Ms Donna Wong BA(Hons)
in Hotel, Catering and
Tourism Management (Hotel
Management) 2003
is Regional Sales Manager of The
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company.
Dr Joanne Yoo Jung-Eun Doctor
of Philosophy in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2005
is an Associate Professor at the
Department of Hotel, Restaurant
and Institutional Management at
the University of Delaware.
Ms Iris Chau BA(Hons)
in Hotel, Catering and
Tourism Management (Hotel
Management) 2006
is a Human Resources Manager,
Hotels and Serviced Apartments, of
the Miramar Group.
Ms Crystal Chan BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2008
is a Human Resources Manager
at the Hyatt Regency Hong Kong,
Tsim Sha Tsui.
Ms Anna Chu BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2008
is Training Manager at the Island
Shangri-La, Hong Kong.

2010s
Ms Selina Shen MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2011
is Director of Revenue Management
at Andaz Xintiandi Shanghai.
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Mr Zelotes Lam BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2011
is Assistant Director of Guest
Experience at The Opposite House,
Beijing.

Ms Catherine Wong BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management 2011
is Merchandising Executive,
Merchandising (Travel), Digital
Retail, Sales and Distribution of
Cathay Pacific Airways Limited.

Ms Lorraine Zhang MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2014
is a Project Executive at Agon
Hotels and Resorts, Hong Kong.

Mr Freeman Fung BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2014
is a General Management Graduate,
Sales and Marketing, at Madame
Tussauds Hong Kong.

Ms Iris Ip BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2012
is Assistant Account Manager of
Mirum Hong Kong.

Dr Liang Wang Doctor of
Philosophy in Hotel and Tourism
Management 2015
is a Lecturer at Zhejiang University.

Ms Chloe Mok BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2012
is a Communications Executive
at the Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong
Kong.

Mr Robin Fu MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2015
is Director of Finance and
Operations for the Minyoun
Hospitality Corporation.

Mr Calvin Yuen BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2012
is Shang Palace Manager at the
Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong Kong.

Ms Shirley Meng MSc in Hotel
and Tourism Management 2015
is General Manager of the Vacation
Platform Operation Center, Antaeus
Group.

Dr Jimmy Chiang Doctor of Hotel
and Tourism Management 2013
is Acting Director-General of
Investment Promotion at Invest
Hong Kong.
Mr Yunfei Zhao MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2013
is an Associate at Jones Lang
LaSalle’s Hotels and Hospitality
Group.
Ms Adriane Li HD in Hotel
Management, BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2013
is a Development Executive at
Artyzen Hospitality Group Limited.
Ms Trista Kwok BSc(Hons)
in Convention and Event
Management 2013
is Life Coaching at the Teens Angel
Family Centre.
Ms Celia Lian MSc in International
Hospitality Management 2014
is Development Project Officer for
the Langham Hospitality Group.

Ms Carol Ren MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2015
is General Manager of the Hyatt
Regency Chongming, Shanghai.
Ms Athena Zou MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2015
is Project Officer at Regal Hotels
International.
Ms Claire Ho BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2015
is a Project Executive, MICE, for
Westminster Travel Limited.
Ms Janet Lee BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2015
is an International Operations
Management Trainee at Swire
Hotels.
Ms Regina Wang MSc in
International Tourism and
Convention Management 2016
is an Instructor at the SHTM.

Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Professors for a Day
The School offers its most sincere thanks to the outstanding industry professionals who
recently served as professors for a day.

Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Ms Katharina BRAUN
Mr Symon BRIDLE
Mr John CHAN

CEO, Concept Saphyr Limited
Chief Operating Officer, Rosewood Hotel Group
Founder, Oasis

Mr Andy CHANG
Ms Emily CHEN
Mr Kenneth CHENG
Mr Wai-tong CHENG
Ms Samrina CHEUNG
Ms Wendy CHEUNG
Mr Kevin CHIN
Mr Raphael COHEN
Mr Tom CONNOLLY
Mr Todd DARLING
Mr Lincoln DAVIS
Ms Beth DOHERTY
Mr Michael DUCK
Mr Vincent DURIER
Ms Susana FORK; Mr Kelvin MA
Ms Nina FREYSEN-PRETORIUS
Mr Christoph GRAF
Mr Neil GRANT
Mr Richard HATTER
Mr Peter HILDEBRAND
Mr Howard HO
Mr Perkins HO

Director of Digital Marketing, Hyatt, Asia Pacific
Consulting Analyst, The Information Lab
Hong Kong Representative, Macao Government Tourism Office
Deputy Director, Macao Government Tourism Office
Director of Human Capital, Hotel ICON
Owner, Snakehead
Co-founder, ProfileKey Analytics
Co-founder and CSO, HotelQuickly
CEO, Eclipse Hospitality Group
Co-Founder, Integrated Hospitality Management
Director of Quality Management, InterContinental Grand Stanford Hotel
Assistant Vice President – Main Floor Gaming, Wynn Macau
Executive Vice President, UBM Asia
Director of Food and Beverage, Hotel ICON
Director of Rooms; Duty Manager, Hotel ICON
President, International Congress and Convention Association
Sales Director, Schloss Vaux
Chairman, South African Sommeliers Association
General Manager, Hotel ICON
General Manager, W Hotel Hong Kong
Director of Development – Hotel Jen, Shangri-La International Hotel
Management Limited
Co-founder and CEO, Tavernlabs Limited

Introduction to Spa Design
Marketing of Rosewood Hotels and Resorts
Technology in the Hospitality and Tourism Space
New O-2-O Technology
Engaging with Guests Online and Social Media Campaigning
Visual Analytics in Tourism and Hospitality
Trend and Development of Attractions in Macau
Tourism Development of Macau
HR Trends and Challenges in the Hospitality Industry
Start-ups in the Hospitality Industry
The Power of Big Data – Industry Insight
Leading the Travel Sector from Online to Mobile
Changing Roles of Multi-Unit Managers
Development of Multi-Unit Restaurant Management in Hong Kong
Quality Service Management in InterContinental Grand Stanford Hotel
Gaming Market and Strategy Development
Key Factors for Organising Successful Exhibitions
Key Success Factors of Multi-Unit Managers
Technology, Sustainable Rooms Division and Overnight Operations
Future Trends Affecting the Convention Industry
Germany Wine World
The New Palate – South African Wine
The Art of Hospitality
Insights about W Hong Kong’s Branding
Hotel Jen: The Creation of an New Brand by Shangri-La

Mr Ziqiang HUANG
Mr Matt HUI

Chairman, Moti Travel
Senior Consultant and Educator, Tasting Lounge

Ms Eleni Messiou IAKOVIDIS
Mr Qi JI
Mr Grant JOHNSON; Ms Emily CHAU;
Ms Guida LAI

Quality Assurance and Development Manager, Hotel ICON
Founder and Chairman, Huazhu Hotels Group
Vice President – Sales and Marketing, Studio City, Macau; Manager – Human
Resources, Melco Crown Entertainment; Officer of the Education Department,
Macao Science Centre
Director of Engineering; Assistant Chief Engineer and Environmental Management
System Manager, Island Shangri-La Hong Kong
General Manager, Hangzhou Jiulisong Resort Company Limited
Founders, Matthew Kenney Raw Food Culinary Academy

Mr Wai-ip KAN
Mr Jason KANG
Mr Matthew KENNEY; Ms Tiffany SHEK;
Ms Kanchan PORTA-PANJABI; Ms Stacey
STENORT
Mr Sean KO

Ms Michelle LAM
Mr David LAU
Mr Christopher LEE
Dr Geunhee LEE
Mr Ian LEE
Mr Tsz-hei LEE
Mr Martin LEW

Training Manager and Environmental Management System Manager, Kowloon
Shangri-La Hong Kong
Human Resources Manager, Hong Kong Gold Coast Hotel
Associate Professor in Marketing, Faculty of Business Administration, University
of Macau
Managing Director, Spoilt Experience Group
Owner and General Manager, Popway Hotel
Hotel Manager, Hotel Indigo Hong Kong Island and Holiday Inn Express Mong Kok
Associate Professor, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
Director of Finance and Administration, Hotel ICON
Guest Services Manager, Hotel Indigo Hong Kong Island
General Manager – Operations Finance, Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels Limited

Mr Donghang LI
Mr Shaohua LI

General Manager, Meadin.com
President, Ali Trip

Mr Philip KWOK
Dr Desmond LAM

Opportunities and Challenges – Perspectives of a Tourism Technology
Start-up
Industrial Tourism and Marketing
Art or Science: Which Factors Determine the Wine Market and Consumer
Purchasing Decision-making?
Quality Assurance System
The Changing Hotel Industry
Challenges in Attracting and Managing Visitors at Studio City, Macau
The Green Journey: A Case Study of Island Shangri-La, Hong Kong
Innovation Management: A Boutique Hotel Case – 2
What is Raw Food?
Environmental Management at the Kowloon Shangri-La: Challenges
and Opportunities
Human Resource Issues in the Hospitality Industry
Challenges and Ways to Overcome Them: The Case of Casino and Gaming
Industry in Macao
Successful Event Management
Success in Hotel Entrepreneurship
Managing Overbooking and Maximising Profits in Rooms Division
Contemporary IT strategy of Japanese Tourism
Happy Balance between OTAs and Direct Bookings for Independent Hotels
Front Office Communication and Complaint Handling
How to Effectively Manage a Hotel/Restaurant for Long Term Financial Success
Feasibility Projects and Hotel Financial Success
Online Booking: Trend and Strategies
The Future Hotels and Future Tourism
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Alum-notes

SHTM Alumni Association News

Mr Billy Li BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2011
is Quality Manager at The RitzCarlton Shanghai, Pudong.

2000s
Ms Donna Wong BA(Hons)
in Hotel, Catering and
Tourism Management (Hotel
Management) 2003
is Regional Sales Manager of The
Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company.
Dr Joanne Yoo Jung-Eun Doctor
of Philosophy in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2005
is an Associate Professor at the
Department of Hotel, Restaurant
and Institutional Management at
the University of Delaware.
Ms Iris Chau BA(Hons)
in Hotel, Catering and
Tourism Management (Hotel
Management) 2006
is a Human Resources Manager,
Hotels and Serviced Apartments, of
the Miramar Group.
Ms Crystal Chan BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2008
is a Human Resources Manager
at the Hyatt Regency Hong Kong,
Tsim Sha Tsui.
Ms Anna Chu BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2008
is Training Manager at the Island
Shangri-La, Hong Kong.

2010s
Ms Selina Shen MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2011
is Director of Revenue Management
at Andaz Xintiandi Shanghai.
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Mr Zelotes Lam BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2011
is Assistant Director of Guest
Experience at The Opposite House,
Beijing.

Ms Catherine Wong BSc(Hons) in
Tourism Management 2011
is Merchandising Executive,
Merchandising (Travel), Digital
Retail, Sales and Distribution of
Cathay Pacific Airways Limited.

Ms Lorraine Zhang MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2014
is a Project Executive at Agon
Hotels and Resorts, Hong Kong.

Mr Freeman Fung BSc(Hons) in
Hotel Management 2014
is a General Management Graduate,
Sales and Marketing, at Madame
Tussauds Hong Kong.

Ms Iris Ip BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2012
is Assistant Account Manager of
Mirum Hong Kong.

Dr Liang Wang Doctor of
Philosophy in Hotel and Tourism
Management 2015
is a Lecturer at Zhejiang University.

Ms Chloe Mok BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2012
is a Communications Executive
at the Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong
Kong.

Mr Robin Fu MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2015
is Director of Finance and
Operations for the Minyoun
Hospitality Corporation.

Mr Calvin Yuen BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2012
is Shang Palace Manager at the
Kowloon Shangri-La, Hong Kong.

Ms Shirley Meng MSc in Hotel
and Tourism Management 2015
is General Manager of the Vacation
Platform Operation Center, Antaeus
Group.

Dr Jimmy Chiang Doctor of Hotel
and Tourism Management 2013
is Acting Director-General of
Investment Promotion at Invest
Hong Kong.
Mr Yunfei Zhao MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2013
is an Associate at Jones Lang
LaSalle’s Hotels and Hospitality
Group.
Ms Adriane Li HD in Hotel
Management, BSc(Hons) in Hotel
Management 2013
is a Development Executive at
Artyzen Hospitality Group Limited.
Ms Trista Kwok BSc(Hons)
in Convention and Event
Management 2013
is Life Coaching at the Teens Angel
Family Centre.
Ms Celia Lian MSc in International
Hospitality Management 2014
is Development Project Officer for
the Langham Hospitality Group.

Ms Carol Ren MSc in Hotel and
Tourism Management 2015
is General Manager of the Hyatt
Regency Chongming, Shanghai.
Ms Athena Zou MSc in
International Hospitality
Management 2015
is Project Officer at Regal Hotels
International.
Ms Claire Ho BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2015
is a Project Executive, MICE, for
Westminster Travel Limited.
Ms Janet Lee BSc(Hons) in Tourism
Management 2015
is an International Operations
Management Trainee at Swire
Hotels.
Ms Regina Wang MSc in
International Tourism and
Convention Management 2016
is an Instructor at the SHTM.

Professor-for-a-Day Programme

Professors for a Day
The School offers its most sincere thanks to the outstanding industry professionals who
recently served as professors for a day.
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Title and Company
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Ms Katharina BRAUN
Mr Symon BRIDLE
Mr John CHAN

CEO, Concept Saphyr Limited
Chief Operating Officer, Rosewood Hotel Group
Founder, Oasis

Mr Andy CHANG
Ms Emily CHEN
Mr Kenneth CHENG
Mr Wai-tong CHENG
Ms Samrina CHEUNG
Ms Wendy CHEUNG
Mr Kevin CHIN
Mr Raphael COHEN
Mr Tom CONNOLLY
Mr Todd DARLING
Mr Lincoln DAVIS
Ms Beth DOHERTY
Mr Michael DUCK
Mr Vincent DURIER
Ms Susana FORK; Mr Kelvin MA
Ms Nina FREYSEN-PRETORIUS
Mr Christoph GRAF
Mr Neil GRANT
Mr Richard HATTER
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Mr Howard HO
Mr Perkins HO

Director of Digital Marketing, Hyatt, Asia Pacific
Consulting Analyst, The Information Lab
Hong Kong Representative, Macao Government Tourism Office
Deputy Director, Macao Government Tourism Office
Director of Human Capital, Hotel ICON
Owner, Snakehead
Co-founder, ProfileKey Analytics
Co-founder and CSO, HotelQuickly
CEO, Eclipse Hospitality Group
Co-Founder, Integrated Hospitality Management
Director of Quality Management, InterContinental Grand Stanford Hotel
Assistant Vice President – Main Floor Gaming, Wynn Macau
Executive Vice President, UBM Asia
Director of Food and Beverage, Hotel ICON
Director of Rooms; Duty Manager, Hotel ICON
President, International Congress and Convention Association
Sales Director, Schloss Vaux
Chairman, South African Sommeliers Association
General Manager, Hotel ICON
General Manager, W Hotel Hong Kong
Director of Development – Hotel Jen, Shangri-La International Hotel
Management Limited
Co-founder and CEO, Tavernlabs Limited
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New O-2-O Technology
Engaging with Guests Online and Social Media Campaigning
Visual Analytics in Tourism and Hospitality
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Start-ups in the Hospitality Industry
The Power of Big Data – Industry Insight
Leading the Travel Sector from Online to Mobile
Changing Roles of Multi-Unit Managers
Development of Multi-Unit Restaurant Management in Hong Kong
Quality Service Management in InterContinental Grand Stanford Hotel
Gaming Market and Strategy Development
Key Factors for Organising Successful Exhibitions
Key Success Factors of Multi-Unit Managers
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Future Trends Affecting the Convention Industry
Germany Wine World
The New Palate – South African Wine
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Insights about W Hong Kong’s Branding
Hotel Jen: The Creation of an New Brand by Shangri-La

Mr Ziqiang HUANG
Mr Matt HUI

Chairman, Moti Travel
Senior Consultant and Educator, Tasting Lounge

Ms Eleni Messiou IAKOVIDIS
Mr Qi JI
Mr Grant JOHNSON; Ms Emily CHAU;
Ms Guida LAI

Quality Assurance and Development Manager, Hotel ICON
Founder and Chairman, Huazhu Hotels Group
Vice President – Sales and Marketing, Studio City, Macau; Manager – Human
Resources, Melco Crown Entertainment; Officer of the Education Department,
Macao Science Centre
Director of Engineering; Assistant Chief Engineer and Environmental Management
System Manager, Island Shangri-La Hong Kong
General Manager, Hangzhou Jiulisong Resort Company Limited
Founders, Matthew Kenney Raw Food Culinary Academy

Mr Wai-ip KAN
Mr Jason KANG
Mr Matthew KENNEY; Ms Tiffany SHEK;
Ms Kanchan PORTA-PANJABI; Ms Stacey
STENORT
Mr Sean KO

Ms Michelle LAM
Mr David LAU
Mr Christopher LEE
Dr Geunhee LEE
Mr Ian LEE
Mr Tsz-hei LEE
Mr Martin LEW

Training Manager and Environmental Management System Manager, Kowloon
Shangri-La Hong Kong
Human Resources Manager, Hong Kong Gold Coast Hotel
Associate Professor in Marketing, Faculty of Business Administration, University
of Macau
Managing Director, Spoilt Experience Group
Owner and General Manager, Popway Hotel
Hotel Manager, Hotel Indigo Hong Kong Island and Holiday Inn Express Mong Kok
Associate Professor, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
Director of Finance and Administration, Hotel ICON
Guest Services Manager, Hotel Indigo Hong Kong Island
General Manager – Operations Finance, Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels Limited

Mr Donghang LI
Mr Shaohua LI

General Manager, Meadin.com
President, Ali Trip

Mr Philip KWOK
Dr Desmond LAM

Opportunities and Challenges – Perspectives of a Tourism Technology
Start-up
Industrial Tourism and Marketing
Art or Science: Which Factors Determine the Wine Market and Consumer
Purchasing Decision-making?
Quality Assurance System
The Changing Hotel Industry
Challenges in Attracting and Managing Visitors at Studio City, Macau
The Green Journey: A Case Study of Island Shangri-La, Hong Kong
Innovation Management: A Boutique Hotel Case – 2
What is Raw Food?
Environmental Management at the Kowloon Shangri-La: Challenges
and Opportunities
Human Resource Issues in the Hospitality Industry
Challenges and Ways to Overcome Them: The Case of Casino and Gaming
Industry in Macao
Successful Event Management
Success in Hotel Entrepreneurship
Managing Overbooking and Maximising Profits in Rooms Division
Contemporary IT strategy of Japanese Tourism
Happy Balance between OTAs and Direct Bookings for Independent Hotels
Front Office Communication and Complaint Handling
How to Effectively Manage a Hotel/Restaurant for Long Term Financial Success
Feasibility Projects and Hotel Financial Success
Online Booking: Trend and Strategies
The Future Hotels and Future Tourism
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Speaker

Title and Company

Topic

Mr Wallace LI
Mr Cong LIN
Ms Gladys LIU
Mr Min LIU
Ms Katrina LO
Mr Julian LYDEN
Ms Phoebe MA; Ms Peggy WONG

General Manager – Racecourse Catering Operations, Hong Kong Jockey Club
Senior Vice President of Development, Marriott International
Assistant Human Resource Manager, Royal Garden Hotel
Managing Director, Clearwater Communications
Revenue Director, Hyatt Hotels Hong Kong
General Manager – Marketing, Loyalty Programmes and CRM, Cathay Pacific
Director of Guest Experience; Assistant Learning Manager, Four Seasons Hotel
Hong Kong
Guest Services Team, Hotel ICON
Senior Director of Events, MPI
Co-founders, Smartcasual
Chief Executive, Ocean Park Corporation
Director of Revenue, Hotel ICON
Director of Sustainability, Langham Hospitality Group
Area General Manager – Holiday Inn Express HK and Taiwan, InterContinental
Hotels Group
Director of Strategy and Business Development, Hotel ICON
Twinings Tea Ambassador, Twinings Tea
Founder, My Fair Lady
General Manager, Ritz-Carlton, Macau
Senior Vice President – Design and Project Services, Rosewood Hotel Group
Founder and CEO, Beijing Zongqingxiangqian Science and Technology Limited
Founder and President, Beijing Sun Pala International Travel Agency Company
Limited
Assistant President and General Manager – Hotels and Property Division, Shen
Zhen Overseas Chinese Town Company Limited
New Brand Development Advisor, Wyndham Hotel Group

Quality Service Design and Standard in Hong Kong Jockey Club
China’s Hotel Industry: Challenges and Dream
Professional Communication
Key Factors for Organising Successful Conventions
Hyatt Revenue Management
The Brand Building Strategy of Cathay Pacific
Service Positioning of Four Seasons Hong Kong

Ms Tina MA
Mr Matthew MARCIAL
Mr Ignacio MARTIN; Mr Takeshi HUI
Mr Tom MEHRMANN
Mr Anthony NG
Ms Carmen NG
Mr Kaivin NG
Ms Sally OSBORNE
Mr Stuart RAWLINSON
Ms Joker RITA
Mr Juan SAMSO
Mr John SHAMON
Mr Peng SHEN
Mr Bo SUN
Mr Golden SUN
Mr Sunny SUN
Mr Mervyn TAM
Mr Weiliang TANG
Mr Brian TONG
Ms Blessy TOWNES
Dr Iis TUSSYADIAH
Mr Haijun WANG
Mr Lei WANG
Mr Alan WONG
Mr Pepper WU; Ms Carmen YAU
Mr Sammy WU
Mr Wei WU
Mr Jue XIONG
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Mr Sonic YANG
Ms Alison YAU
Mr Dewey YEE
Mr Philip YU
Ms Maria YUE
Dr Florian ZACH
Mr Dexin ZHANG

Director of Sales, The Upper House
General Manager, Mission Hill Group, Dongguan China
General Manager, JW Marriott Macau
Head of E-commerce, Digital Marketing, Primea Group
Associate Clinical Professor, Washington State University
Founder and CEO, Atour Lifestyle Holdings Limited
CEO, Shenzhen Hugeleaf Investment Company Limited
Regional Director, Ungerboeck Software
Head, Hong Kong Physically Handicapped and Able-Bodied Association
Director of Food and Beverage, The Excelsior Hong Kong
COO and Vice President, Eastern Crown Hotels Group
Co-Founder and President, Beijing Five Million Stars Hotel
Management Consultancy Company Limited
Assistant Housekeeping Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Shenzhen
Regional Director of Sales and Marketing, Rhombus International Hotels Group
Head, Aerospace Finance Focus Group
General Manager, Grand Hyatt
General Manager, Hyatt Place Shenzhen Dongman
Tod and Maxine McClaskey Faculty Fellow, Washington State University
President, Zhongguancun Wisdom Tourism Innovation Association

Mr Tao ZHOU
Mr Wei ZHU

CEO, Luneng Hotels Group
General Manager, SC-Hotel Group

Club Floor Management
Convention Experience Design – the MPI Approach
Experience in Creating Apps and Entrepreneurship
Strategy Management – The Case of Ocean Park in Hong Kong
Is there a Happy Balance between OTAs and Direct Bookings?
Sustainability in the Langham Hospitality Group
Career Development in the Hospitality Industry
Green Designs and Energy Saving Solutions
Hotel Digital Strategy
Learn Your Tea Blending
Woman’s Ethical Consumption
Introducing the Ritz-Carlton, Macau
Developments of Hotel Industry
My Entrepreneurial Experience at Meituan Waimai
Innovations in the Lodging Industry
Competitive Strategy of OCT (Overseas Chinese Town)
Developing and Maintaining Service Qualities in China
Hospitality Expatriate Management
Innovations at The Upper House: A Boutique Hotel Case
Market Trend and Strategies in China
Introducing JW Marriott Macau
Online Reputation Management
Virtual Reality and Tourism Industry
Atour: Innovations of a Mid-scale Hotel Chain in China
Corporate Social Responsibility: Theory and Practice
Technology for Special Events
Accessible Tourism for All
Creativity Development in Hotel Industry
Corporate Strategy of Eastern Crown Hotels Group
Alternative Accommodation: Camping Under Stars
CRM in the Hotel Industry
Career Development in the Hospitality Industry
Airline Financing
Purpose and Brand
Personal and Professional Attributes for Career Success in Hotel Industry
How to Analyse Twitter Messages
Innovations and Entrepreneurship in Hospitality and Tourism Industry
of China
Hotel Asset Management
Innovation Management: A Boutique Hotel Case – 1
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Zhen Overseas Chinese Town Company Limited
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Founder and CEO, Atour Lifestyle Holdings Limited
CEO, Shenzhen Hugeleaf Investment Company Limited
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Head, Hong Kong Physically Handicapped and Able-Bodied Association
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COO and Vice President, Eastern Crown Hotels Group
Co-Founder and President, Beijing Five Million Stars Hotel
Management Consultancy Company Limited
Assistant Housekeeping Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Shenzhen
Regional Director of Sales and Marketing, Rhombus International Hotels Group
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General Manager, Hyatt Place Shenzhen Dongman
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Upcoming Events

Calendar of Events

Club Floor Management
Convention Experience Design – the MPI Approach
Experience in Creating Apps and Entrepreneurship
Strategy Management – The Case of Ocean Park in Hong Kong
Is there a Happy Balance between OTAs and Direct Bookings?
Sustainability in the Langham Hospitality Group
Career Development in the Hospitality Industry
Green Designs and Energy Saving Solutions
Hotel Digital Strategy
Learn Your Tea Blending
Woman’s Ethical Consumption
Introducing the Ritz-Carlton, Macau
Developments of Hotel Industry
My Entrepreneurial Experience at Meituan Waimai
Innovations in the Lodging Industry
Competitive Strategy of OCT (Overseas Chinese Town)
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Innovations at The Upper House: A Boutique Hotel Case
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Alternative Accommodation: Camping Under Stars
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Airline Financing
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How to Analyse Twitter Messages
Innovations and Entrepreneurship in Hospitality and Tourism Industry
of China
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Innovation Management: A Boutique Hotel Case – 1
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